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Yang, Xue. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2013, Atomistic simulation of plasma 
interaction with fusion relevant materials. Major Professor: Ahmed Hassanein. 
 
 
The interaction between plasma and fusion relevant materials is one of the critical issues 
in successfully using those materials in Tokamak reactors. This research uses molecular 
dynamics, kinetic Monte Carlo and binary collision approximation methods to model 
fusion relevant material bombarded by energetic particles to investigate retention, 
deposition, sputtering, erosion, blistering effects, diffusion, and so on. 
 
The deuterium bombardment of monocrystalline tungsten was modeled by LAMMPS 
code using Tersoff type interatomic potential. The deuterium trapping rate, implantation 
depth, and stopping time in 600-2000 K tungsten bombarded by 5-100 eV deuterium 
atoms were simulated. Irradiated monocrystalline tungsten became amorphous prior to 
deuterium cluster formation, and gas bubbles were observed. The formation of gas 
bubbles were caused by the near surface deuterium super-saturation region and the 
subsequent plastic deformation induced by the local high gas pressure. 
Tungsten irradiated by carbon and deuterium is also modeled by molecular dynamics 
simulation. The threshold for carbon induced tungsten physical sputtering yield is 





tungsten erosion is enhanced by high substrate temperature. Cumulative carbon induced 
tungsten sputtering yield matches both experimental and Monte Carlo results very well. 
Carbon pre-irradiated tungsten tends to trap more hydrogen and facilitate gas bubble 
formation. Simultaneous deuterium and carbon bombardment on crystal tungsten 
indicates that carbon-induced tungsten sputtering yield exhibits a maximum value when 
carbon ratio is around 20%.  
 
Tungsten surface binding energy is calculated by molecular dynamic and many-body 
potentials. Consistency in tungsten sputtering yield by beryllium bombardment between 
molecular dynamic and binary collision approximation using the new surface binding 
energy is achieved. The analysis of the sputtered tungsten angular distributions show that 
molecular dynamic accurately reproduced the [111] most prominent preferential ejection 
directions in bcc tungsten, while the distinct shapes by typical Monte Carlo codes is 
caused by the treatment of amorphous target. 
 
A kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) algorithm based on experiment and first principle 
calculation have been developed to study the hydrogen diffusion on tungsten 
reconstructed (001) surface. The predicted hydrogen diffusion coefficients match the 
experimental values very well, and a diffusion coefficient formula as a function of 






CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Fusion Background 
Nuclear fusion is a process by which light particles under certain conditions (high 
temperature and pressure) join together to form a single heavier nucleus. During this 
process, massive energy converted from the mass loss is released. Compared to nuclear 
fission, the nuclear fusion is generally much cleaner. The primary natural product of 
nuclear fusion is helium, which is completely harmless to life and will not contribute to 
global warming. The half-life of other fusion fuel is also short (for example, 12 years for 
tritium). Fusion reactor is very safe to operate, because the fusion reaction requires 
controlled temperature, pressure, and magnetic field. If the reactor is damaged, these 
parameters could not be maintained and the fusion reaction would be instantly ceased. 
The fuel (deuterium and lithium) for fusion reaction is virtually inexhaustible, and fusion 
could potentially supply the world's energy needs for millions of years. 
 
However, over 60 years of research, scientists have not been able to sustain fusion 
reaction long enough to produce consistent power output. One of the challenges is the 
development of reliable fusion reactor material, which is as difficult and important as 





interaction with plasma particles. Low-Z materials, such as graphite or beryllium, and 
high-Z material, such as tungsten are the main PFC candidates.  
 
Tungsten has a very high melting point (3400 ℃). It conducts heat away efficiently and 
could withstand high plasma flux. Because hydrogen does not form bond with tungsten 
atom, there is no chemical sputtering when bombarded by hydrogen isotope ions 
compared to carbon as plasma facing material. This results in very low overall tungsten 
erosion rate [1]. In addition, tungsten is a high-Z material, therefore physical sputtering 
yield of tungsten is low, and requires incident ion with higher energy to cause significant 
sputtering (e.g., sputtering rate 10-4 for 250 eV deuterium ions [1]). Therefore, tungsten 
dust generation during the operation is assumed much lower than other plasma facing 
material, making tungsten a more attractive choice. However, hydrogen atoms are highly 
mobile in tungsten, and they tend be trapped at the crystallographic defects to form 
cluster, bubble, or blister [2, 3]. The burst of blisters may eject tungsten dust into the 
plasma [4]. Because high Z dust will quench the plasma energy and cause plasma 
collapse/disruption and tungsten self-sputtering yield is high, hydrogen retention and 
bubble formation are critical issues in tungsten application and such effects are still not 
well understood. 
 
Due to chemical reaction with hydrogen, the erosion rate of carbon-based material could 
be several meters per year [1]. The chemical sputtering yield exhibits a maximum at 
elevated surface temperature (10-1 at 600-800 K) [1]. So the lifetime of carbon-based 





may be shifted from its original erosion location. The tritium co-deposited with graphite 
will also be a potential radioactive waste risk in case of accident. All these disadvantages 
reduce the interest of using carbon as the primary PFC material in a commercial fusion 
reactor. 
 
This dissertation focuses on molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of plasma material 
interaction: fusion relevant material bombarded by energetic particles. The first chapter 
briefly narrates the fusion background and introduction to MD simulation and other 
numerical methods. The second chapter presents the MD simulation of deuterium 
bombardment on tungsten. The third chapter focuses on carbon bombardment on 
tungsten, simultaneous carbon and deuterium bombardment on tungsten, and deuterium 
implantation on carbon pre-irradiated tungsten. The fourth chapter explains the proposed 
method for surface binding energy (SBE) calculation using MD, and the sputtering yield 
comparison between BCA code using the new SBE and MD. The fifth chapter describes 
the developed kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm for modeling of hydrogen diffusion on 
tungsten-reconstructed surface. The last chapter summarizes the research performed in 
this thesis and points possible future work. Extensive literature surveys are given within 
each chapter. 
 
1.2 Molecular Dynamics Simulation 
One of the principal tools in the theoretical study of molecular/atomic systems is the 
method of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. The classic MD simulation is a 





trajectories are determined by Newton’s equation of motion. The MD simulation is being 
used for investigating physical and/or chemical details in the field of solid-state physics 
(metal structure conversion; cracks initiated by pressure and shear stresses; fracture; 
sound wave propagation in material; impact of defect and so on), fluid dynamics, 
biochemistry (polymer, proteins, membrane) and astrophysics (large scale of structure of 
the universe). The MD simulation has been used for investigating various phenomena in 
the field of plasma material interaction: fusion relevant materials (tungsten, carbon, 
lithium, etc.) bombarded by plasma particles (hydrogen isotopes) with various impurities 
(He, C, O, etc.).  
 
Many MD codes are available targeting various areas, such as AMBER [5], LAMMPS 
[6], and NAMD [7]. LAMMPS stands for Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively 
Parallel Simulator, and it is a classical molecular dynamics code developed by Sandia 
national laboratory. LAMMPS is freely distributed and runs in parallel through message 
passing interface (MPI). LAMMPS supports many force fields and ensembles, and is a 
general purpose MD code which best suits this research topic. Therefore, the research 
described in this dissertation was primarily calculated by LAMMPS code. 
 
1.3 Kinetic Monte Carlo 
The kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method is a stochastic computer simulation technique 
designed to model the time evolution of certain random process development occurring in 
nature with given known rates. The KMC simulation starts from identifying all possible 





conditions, the interested physical properties can be extracted after the system reaches 
equilibrium states. The KMC algorithm has been used to simulate diffusion, grain 
growth, absorption/desorption, defect mobility, and other processes. Part of this 
dissertation explains the details of the developed KMC algorithm and program for 
hydrogen diffusion on tungsten reconstructed surface. 
 
1.4 Binary Collision Approximation 
The binary collision approximation (BCA) is widely used for modeling the interactions 
between energetic atoms and solid targets. This method assumes that the ion travels 
through the target material by experiencing a series of binary collision with target nuclei. 
Most of the BCA codes are based on Monte Carlo approach, in which the travelling 
distance and impact parameters are selected randomly. This consideration essentially 
treats the target as an amorphous material. The BCA method features fast collision 
cascade simulation. Penetration depth, defect production, sputtering yield, backscattering 
rate, angular and energy spectrum of the escaped particles and other parameters can be 
acquired from BCA calculation. Notable Monte Carlo BCA code is SRIM/TRIM [8] and 
its derivatives, while in this research the ITMC code [9] developed in CMUXE group 
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CHAPTER 2.  DEUTERIUM BOMBARDMENT ON TUNGSTEN 
2.1 Background 
Recent experiments show that when a tungsten target is exposed to 38 eV and 1022 m-2s-1 
flux deuterium at 500 K, large blisters (greater than a few µm) and small blisters (less 
than a few µm) appear on the surface [1]. At low temperature (315 K), only sparse low-
dome blisters appear, but if the temperature is increased to 480 K, growth of small 
blisters is observed. When the temperature is increased to 520 K, large blisters are shown. 
A defect layer 300 nm deep is developed after the deuterium plasma exposure. [1] Based 
on Fukai et al.’s theory [2], blisters would be caused by generation of the hydrogen 
induced vacancies and subsequent formation and clustering of hydrogen and vacancies. 
Experiments of 200 eV deuterium bombardments on tungsten show that deuterium 
retention increases with the exposure temperature, reaching maximum at 500 K, and 
decreases as the temperature increases further. D2-filled void is observed due to the 
deuterium super-saturation at the near surface layer. Tungsten structure is modified to 
depths up to 5 μm by exposure to 200 eV deuterium plasma. For single crystalline W 
sample exposed to D plasma, no blister is found at T=303 and 680 K, but found at T = 
373 to 533 K [3]. Bombardment of 38 eV D3
+ on 500 K polycrystalline tungsten reveals 
that the blister cavity always located at the grain boundary. The blister cap is elastic 





tungsten yield strength) [4]. Experiments also show that blister on tungsten due to 1.5 
keV D+ irradiation occurs 50-150 nm depth which is greater than the implanted D+ ion 
distribution (<40 nm). For same ion energy, blister size of D+ is larger than H+. Higher 
fluence increases blister size, while higher temperature suppresses blister size and 
density. Amorphous sample was observed [5]. 
 
MD simulations of diverter material erosion process show that Si doping reduces the 
carbon chemical sputtering, and W self-sputtering results match the experiments [6]. 
Using pair potential, the deuterium with oxygen impurities bombardment on tungsten was 
simulated. Deuterium ion could remove WO complexes and destroys WO2 complexes, so 
that the tungsten erosion by oxygen is greatly reduced by deuteron bombardment [7]. MD 
simulation using Tersoff potential demonstrated that deuterium reflection coefficients 
increased with increasing in the incident energy in the lower energy range from 0.5 to 5 
eV. Beyond 5 eV, the coefficient decreases monotonically with increasing incident 
energy. Compared to SRIM results, the mean range calculated by MD has a far higher 
value due to channeling effect. Hydrogen interstitial formation energies and migration 
energy in W are calculated [8]. The interaction of H with vacancies in W was 
investigated using MD and Tersoff type interatomic potential. Each vacancy can trap 1-2 
H atoms, and most of H atoms stay in the tetrahedron or octahedron sites. Binding 
energies of an H and a vacancy to an H-vacancy cluster in W are calculated [9]. The 
binding energies of hydrogen and helium were estimated from MD. It indicates that 
larger helium bubble can form close to the projection range, where hydrogen could 





to model the helium cluster formation in tungsten. Raptures of He clusters were observed, 
but no W atom ejection was found [11]. 
 
There is evidence of blistering occurred at tungsten surface even if the ion energy is too 
low to create displacement damage such as vacancies. This phenomenon along with other 
surface effects occurred during the interaction between deuterium and tungsten are not 
well investigated by MD simulation. Therefore, deuterium implantation on mono-
crystalline tungsten is studied by MD simulation, and the results and analysis are 
presented in this chapter. 
 
2.2 W-C-H Interatomic Potential 
Determining the appropriate W-H interatomic potential is very important in this MD 
simulation. In the past, the simple pair potentials were usually used, such as the Morse 
potential [7, 12] and the universal force field potential [13]. Recently, with the increasing 
speed of computers, empirical (analytical) many-body potential, such as analytic bond-
order potential (ABOP) became popular. These potentials describe atom-binding states, 
and therefore are able to describe the chemical bonding reactions with reasonable 
accuracy. Among the available ABOP potentials with sufficient data are the W-C-H 
potential [14] and W-H potential [15].  
 
Kurtz [16] compared two ABOP potentials (mainly the W-W interaction) and shows that 
W-C-H potential developed by Juslin [14] produces less accurate point defect properties 






long cutoff parameter that requires 3-4 times longer runtime, and it overestimates the 
tungsten melting point. The W-H potential parameters may not be correct, because the 
interstitial properties didn’t reproduce Li’s values. To be consistent with the subsequent 
C and H simultaneous bombardment modeling, the W-C-H ABOP developed by Juslin 
was chosen as the interatomic potential to describe the interaction between tungsten and 
deuterium ions. 
 
There is no direct ABOP implementation in LAMMPS, but the ABOP formula can be 































































where the letters with LAM superscript denotes the LAMMPS Tersoff potential variables, 
while the others are the ABOP coefficients from Ref [14]. For a Tersoff potential that 
models three-body interaction ijk, where the first element i is the center atom in the three-






the third atom k, the n, β, λ1, λ2, A and B are used for the two-body interactions, while the 
R and D parameters are used for both two- and three-body interactions. The rest are used 
in the three-body interactions. The parameters used for two-body interaction that is 
converted from Ref [14] according to Equation (2-1) are obtained from the entry where 
the second element is repeated. For example, the two-body parameters of WHH entry in 
LAMMPS will use the WH parameters converted from the Ref [14]. Using the symmetric 
mixing rules, the two-body parameters of HWW are identical to the WHH parameters. 
The parameters used for two-body interactions in entries whose second and third element 
are different, such as WHW, are not used and can be set to zero. Therefore, a LAMMPS 
Tersoff potential file containing 27 entries describing the WCH ternary system is 
constructed. The complete potential file in LAMMPS format is listed in Appendix A.  
 
To validate the converted Tersoff potential, the cohesive energy (Ec) and lattice 
parameter (a) of the body-centered cubic tungsten are calculated by LAMMPS with the 
converted Tersoff potential. The tungsten sample in LAMMPS modeling consists of 5 by 
5 by 5 body centered cubic (bcc) lattices. The initial lattice parameter is set to 3.24 Å, and 
sample temperature is set to 0 K (atom velocity is set to 0). All boundary conditions are 
set to periodic. Then, the simulation box is applied by an external pressure of 0 Pa during 
the energy minimization calculation, using “fix box/relax” command. This allows the 
simulation box size and shape to change during the energy minimization iteration so that 
the final configuration will be a system with minimum potential energy and zero system 
pressure tensor. During the energy minimization, the maximum allowed fractional 






are both set to 10-35. After the simulation box relaxation, the cohesive energy and lattice 
parameter are calculated and listed in Table 2-1. LAMMPS Tersoff results match original 
BOP results very well, indicating accurate W-W potential conversion. 















Ec (eV) -8.89  -7.406 -8.89 -8.66 -8.89 -8.89 
a (Å) 3.165 3.16 3.222 3.165 3.164 3.165 3.165 
a) this work. 
 
The accuracy of the W-H interaction of the converted Tersoff potential is validated by 
comparing the cohesive energy (Ec), W-H bond length (r0) and H-W-H bond angle (θ) of 
WHx molecules. In these calculations, WH (dimmer), WH2 (H2O configuration), WH3 
(NH3 configuration), and WH4 (CH4 configuration) molecules are modeled by LAMMPS 
and W-C-H Tersoff potential. Only one molecule is modeled in each simulation, and all 
boundary conditions are set to free. The initial temperature is set to zero. After energy 
minimization iteration, cohesive energy, W-H bond length and H-W-H bond angles are 
calculated and listed in Table 2-2. Excellent agreement between BOP and Tersoff results 
indicates correct W-H interactions in LAMMPS. 
 
Table 2-2 Properties of WHx molecules calculated by LAMMPS with Tersoff potential 
  Ab initio Expt. [20] DFT [20] DFT [14] BOP [14] Tersoff a 
WH 
Ec (eV) -1.375 [21]    -1.374 -1.374 
r0 (Å) 1.727 [21] 1.727 1.715 1.714 1.727 1.727 
WH2 
Ec (eV)    -1851 -1.82 -1.82 
r0 (Å) 1.73 [22]  1.717 1.717 1.73 1.73 
θ (°) 117.2 [22]  112.9 112.9 112.9 112.9 
WH3 
Ec (eV)     -2.033 -2.031 
r0 (Å) 1.689 [23]  1.716 1.716 .733 1.733 







Ec (eV)    -1.937 -2.154 -2.154 
r0 (Å)   1.712 1.715 1.736 1.736 
θ (°)   109.5 109.5 109.5 109.5 
a) this work. 
 
Similarly, the W-C interaction of the converted Tersoff potential is validated by 
calculating the WC dimmer and hexagonal close packed (hcp) WC (tungsten carbide). 
Calculation procedure follows the WHx molecule and bcc tungsten modeling. The 
cohesive energy (Ec), lattice constant (a), axial ratio (c/a), unit cell volume (V) and bond 
length (r0) are listed in Table 2-3. The LAMMPS Tersoff results also match the BOP 
results well. Therefore, the converted W-C-H Tersoff potential could produce same 
results as the original BOP potential. 
 
Table 2-3 Properties of WC dimmer and tungsten carbide calculated by LAMMPS with 
Tersoff potential. 
WC type  Expt. Ab initio [24] DFT [14] BOP [14] Tersoff a 
Dimmer 
Ec (eV)  -6.14 -6.64 -6.64 -6.64 
r0 (Å) 1.713 [14] 1.759 1.75 1.905 1.905 
Tungsten  
carbide 
Ec (eV) -16.68 [17]  -15.01 -16.68 -16.68 
a (Å) 2.907 [25]  2.979 2.917 2.903 
c/a 0.97 [25]  0.975 0.964 0.976 
V (Å3) 20.74 [26]  22.32 20.72 20.69 
a) this work. 
 
2.3 Non-cumulative Deuterium Bombardment on Tungsten 
2.3.1 Simulation Configuration 
The crystal structure of the tungsten sample used in this simulation is body-centered 
cubic with a size of 8 by 5 by 55 lattices. A lattice parameter of 3.165 Å was used to 






the bcc tungsten energy minimization calculation discussed in previous section. The top 
and bottom boundary conditions are non-periodic and fixed (particles do not interact 
across the boundary and do not move from one side of the box to the other; if an atom 
moves outside the boundary it will be removed from the system), while all other sides are 
set to be periodic. The bottom three layers of tungsten atoms are fixed in the space: the 
force on those atoms is zeroed out and the initial velocity of those atoms is zero as 
illustrated in Figure 2-1. Prior to the bombardment, the mobile tungsten atoms are 
assigned an initial velocity based on the desired tungsten temperature with a Gaussian 
distribution. Then, the temperature rescaling is performed for 1000 steps using 0.01 ps as 
step size. During the bombardment, two layers of the tungsten atoms above the fixed 
atoms and one layer surrounding the side of the tungsten bulk is maintained at the desired 
temperature using Berendsen thermostat. The temperature is set to relax in a time span of 

















Figure 2-1. Illustration of the thermostat configuration (figure not draw to scale). Atoms 
in the bottom blue region are fixed in the space, and will not move during entire 
simulation. Temperature of atoms outside the red region but inside the black outer box 
and above bottom blue region are maintained by Berendsen thermostat. 
 
2.3.2 Deuterium Trapping 
To investigate the deuterium retention on tungsten sample, the following non-
accumulative bombardment simulation procedure was performed for various tungsten 
temperatures (300 – 2000 K) and deuterium energies (5 – 100 eV). During the deuterium 
bombardment, each deuterium atom is randomly placed 2 lattice parameters (6.33 Å) 
above the tungsten sample and then directed onto the sample with specific energy. The 
step size during the bombardment was set to 0.5 fs. For every 100 steps, the program 
checks if the deuterium atom energy is lower than 0.5 eV or the deuterium atom escapes 
from the upper simulation box boundary. If the deuterium energy is lower than 0.5 eV, 
the deuterium atom barely moves and it can be considered as an interstitial atom in the 
tungsten sample, and the final deuterium location is recorded. The interstitial deuterium is 






is slowed down to below 0.5eV, the system temperature is very close to the desired 
temperature, and the low energy deuterium cannot displace tungsten atom (displacement 
threshold: 940 eV [26]). The 5-100 eV deuterium bombardment on tungsten does not 
cause any direct atomic displacement. Therefore, the tungsten substrate does not require 
re-equilibration, and it is ready for reuse right after the deletion of the interstitial 
deuterium atom. If the deuterium travels outside the simulation box boundaries, the 
deuterium atom is instantly deleted and the next deuterium will be directed towards the 
sample. The total number of deuterium atoms created for each run is 5000. The current 
simulation impinges deuterium atoms into 600, 1200, 1500, 1800, and 2000K tungsten 
samples. The deuterium atom energies are between 5 and 100 eV, and the incident angle 
is 25° for all the simulations. 
The deuterium retention rate is defined as the total number of deuterium trapped in 
tungsten divided by the total number of deuterium incident into the tungsten (5000 
atoms). All other incident ions either are directly reflected back at the surface or are 
bounced in the sample and then escape from the surface before completely stop. Figure 
2-2 shows the deuterium retention rate for various deuterium energies and substrate 
temperatures. For higher deuterium energies, the retention rate is almost the same for 
different tungsten temperatures. For lower tungsten temperatures (<1500 K), the retention 
rate exhibits an increasing trend as function of the deuterium energy, because higher 
deuterium energy has higher probability to penetrate the tungsten surface instead of being 
reflected back or migrating to and escaping from the sample surface. For higher tungsten 
temperatures (>1800 K), the retention rate of low deuterium energy is much higher than 








Figure 2-2. Deuterium retention rate for various tungsten sample temperatures (600 – 
2000 K) and deuterium energies (5 – 100 eV) 
 
To investigate this effect, the atomic deuterium sticking coefficients were calculated. The 
deuterium atom was considered to be stuck on the surface (absorbed) if the z-coordinate 
of the final deuterium position is above -3.165 Å. This condition means that the absorbed 
D atoms were required to be within the topmost lattice. The sticking coefficient S is 
defined here as the number of D atoms stuck on the surface divided by the total incident 
deuterium atoms. The sticking coefficients were plotted in Figure 2-3. It shows that for 
higher incident deuterium energy, the sticking coefficients are very low indicating that 
almost all trapped deuterium atoms penetrate the tungsten surface. For the lower energy 
deuterium, the sticking coefficient is relatively large which results in higher retention rate 
for lower energy deuterium. Henriksson et al. used MD simulation with the same 
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interatomic potential to calculate the sticking coefficients of deuterium with kinetic 
energies in the range of 0.003-10 eV on 300 K tungsten [11]. Similar trend was observed, 
i.e., incident deuterium with lower energy has higher sticking coefficient. The sticking 
coefficient of 5 and 10 eV deuterium on 300 K tungsten is about 0.03, which also match 
the trend that lower tungsten temperature tends to have lower sticking coefficient. The 
reason is assumed to be the relatively soft surface of the high temperature tungsten, 
which may serves as a cushion that helps the deuterium atom land on the surface. If the 
deuterium energy is high, this effect becomes insignificant and the retention rate is 
controlled by the longer penetration depth. It should be noted that the calculated retention 
rate is not based on the accumulative bombardment. For the real case, the trapped 
deuterium atom may migrate towards the surface due to the diffusion or thermal motion. 
This may also be accelerated by the subsequent atom impinging from cumulative 
bombardment, and knocked out from the substrate. In addition, deuterium atoms at the 
surface may form D2 molecules and leave the surface. Therefore, the final deuterium 









Figure 2-3. Sticking coefficient for various tungsten sample temperatures (600 – 2000 K) 
and deuterium energies (5 – 100 eV) 
 
If the kinetic energy of the deuterium atoms is lower than 0.5 eV and the deuterium 
atoms are inside the tungsten sample, the final position of such atoms is recorded. The 
average final depth of such atoms is plotted in Figure 2-4. Based on these simulations, the 
tungsten temperature barely affects the average implantation depth, which is almost 
proportional to the deuterium energy. For the case of 5 eV deuterium bombardments 
almost all retained deuterium atoms are on the surface. The W-H weak bond prevents the 
deuterium on the surface from leaving. Substrate temperature primarily affects the 
retention rate by affecting the reflection rate (probability that the incoming deuterium will 
be reflected back when the deuterium first contacts the tungsten surface).  Temperature 
also affects surface recombination rate of D, which is not taken into account in this study 
[28]. Figure 2-4 only reflects the initial resting positions of the implanted deuterium. In 
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the cumulative bombardment, the embedded deuterium may shift due to the collision 
with the accumulated bombardment and diffuse deeper into the tungsten bulk. This could 
be the reason that some experiment shows that the depths of deuterium accumulation are 
in the range of several μm [29]. 
 
 
Figure 2-4. Average deuterium implantation depth of different tungsten sample 
temperatures (600 – 2000 K) and deuterium energies (5 – 100 eV) 
 
Figure 2-5 shows the average time required for a deuterium atom implanted in the 
tungsten to come to rest. Higher tungsten temperature slows down the deuterium 
deceleration process, because the deuterium energy loss from each collision is relatively 
lower. Higher deuterium energy needs more collisions, thus more time is required for the 
slowing down process. All the curves are roughly linear beyond the deuterium incident 
energy of 50 eV. 
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Figure 2-5. Average deuterium stopping time for different tungsten temperatures 
 
2.4 Cumulative Deuterium Bombardment on Tungsten and Deuterium Bubble 
Formation 
To simulate deuterium bubbles formation in tokamak plasma environment, the tungsten 
sample was repeatedly bombarded by 100 eV deuterium atoms with an incident angle of 
25° until the bubble is fully formed. For every 5000 steps, a deuterium atom will be 
randomly created 5 lattice parameters (15.825 Å) above the tungsten surface. The initial 
positions were far enough that when the bubble was fully formed and the tungsten 
swelled toward the z positive direction, the deuterium would still be placed above the 
tungsten surface. During the bombardment, the step size was also set to 0.5 fs resulting in 
an incident flux of 1.0×1029 m-2s-1. Figure 2-6 illustrates the evolution of the deuterium 






tungsten atoms in the region of 5 Å<y<13 Å (about 2.5 lattice parameters) are shown in 
the figure and denoted by the white spheres, while all deuterium atoms are shown and 
denoted by the red spheres.  
 
   







   
(d) (e) (f) 
 
Figure 2-6. Snapshots of different phases of the deuterium bubble formation in 600 K 
tungsten sample bombarded by 100 eV deuterium atoms 
 
Metals and alloys could become amorphous by fast particle bombardment [30]. For the 
600 K simulation, the tungsten lattices gradually became amorphous due to the repeated 
deuterium irradiation as illustrated in Figure 2-6(a). Because the incident deuterium 






tungsten [31], and no sputtering was observed in these simulations, the incoming 
deuterium does not cause either direct displacement or sputtering. 
 
The increase in the local high gas pressure gradually pushes the tungsten atoms aside. 
The amorphous tungsten occurred in the region of -45Å<z<-30Å forms an amorphous 
sub-layer underneath the crystalline surface layer. This effect and the formation 
mechanism are very similar to the experiments of nitrogen implantation on stainless steel 
[32], where amorphous sub-layer formed a few μm from the surface, underneath the 
crystalline surface layer, due to high stresses introduced by the high density of nitrogen 
atoms. 
 
Later, a small region containing a visible bubble was formed at about 38 Å below the 
tungsten surface after 1320 impacts, and it began to trap more deuterium (Figure 2-6(b)). 
This bubble grew rapidly as shown in Figure 2-6(c-e). With the development and the 
growth of the bubble, the bubble cap was finally separated from the sample and blew 
away (Figure 2-6(f)). In Figure 2-6(e), prior to the bubble cap separation, the upper 
portion of the tungsten sample swelled towards the surface about 15 Å to form a surface 
blister. We have also simulated bubble formation and growth in liquid metals and 
demonstrated bubbles explosion as they reach the surface [33]. 
 
Figure 2-7 presents the number of deuterium atoms and deuterium molecules in tungsten 
substrate as a function of time. The blue line in Figure 2-7 shows the number of 






accumulated in the sample with a trapping rate of ~25% that is slightly lower than the 
calculated temporary retention rate of ~30% shown in Figure 2-2 because the deuterium 
atoms may migrate to tungsten surface and escape from the system. Assuming the D2 
molecular bond length is 0.74 Å, the number of D2 molecules can be counted and plotted 
as shown by the red line in Figure 2-7. After the bubble is formed (after 1320 D impacts), 
the D2 molecule number rapidly increases, because the D atoms have a much higher 
probability to meet each other and recombine in the bubble region.  
 
 
Figure 2-7 Number of deuterium atoms and molecules in the 600 K tungsten sample 
 
The gas pressure in the bubble region can be estimated in the following way. After 1400 
deuterium impacts, the gas bubble volume was roughly measured as 7.95×10-27 m3. There 






deuterium temperature in the bubble region was measured as 9839 K. The gas bubble 
pressure can be roughly estimated using the modified Redlich-Kwong equation-of-state 



























Where P is the gas pressure, T is the gas temperature, Vm is the molar volume, a and b are 
constants, Tc is temperature at the critical point, Pc is pressure at the critical point, and Vc 
is the critical molar volume. 
 
The calculated gas pressure is about 1.1 GPa. The pressure necessary for the elastic 
deformation calculated by finite element calculation based on continuum mechanics in 
the elastic assumption shows that a gas pressure of ~0.1 GPa is sufficient to cause elastic 
deformation [4]. The calculated bubble pressure is far above the pressure for elastic 
deformation indicating plastic deformation. The gas bubble pressure is larger than the 
yield strength (0.5-1 GPa) [4] and in the range of the ultimate strength (1.5 GPa) of W, 
leading to cause plastic deformation. Therefore, the calculated result indicates that the 
tungsten sample could significantly suffer large swelling, cracking, and exhibit 







The same simulation was also performed for 300, 900, and 1200 K tungsten samples. 
Detailed gas bubble properties are listed in Table 2-4. No bubble was found in the 300 K 
tungsten after 5000 deuterium impacts. Similar vacancies were observed in 900 and 1200 
K tungsten substrates after 2339 and 1950 impacts, respectively, and bubbles were 
formed 34 Å and 87 Å below the surface, respectively. When the bubbles were fully 
formed, the gas pressure is estimated to be 0.7 and 1.2 GPa, respectively. Tokunaga et al. 
[34] found surface blister on 343 K single-crystalline tungsten irradiated by 100 eV 
deuterium using a flux of 1022 m-2s-1, but not at 383, 623, and 1123 K. Alimov et al. [35] 
showed that blisters were observed on the surface of single-crystalline tungsten sample 
with a temperature in the range from 373 to 533 K, when irradiated by the 200 eV 
deuterium ions with a flux of 1021 m-2s-1, however blisters were not found on the 303 K 
sample [35]. The high particle flux used in this simulation may account for the difference, 
since the flux used in this work is several orders of magnitude higher than those 
experiments.  
 
Table 2-4 Properties of D2 bubble in samples with different temperature 
Substrate temperature 600 K 900 K 1200 K 
Initial bubble location 
(distance below sample surface) 
40 Å 34 Å 87 Å 















D trapping rate (prior cap separation) 20.4% 12.05% 17.86% 
Number of D atoms in target 
(prior cap separation) 
290 292 367 
Number of D2 atoms in target  
(prior cap separation) 
12 10 19 












Kinetic energy of D in bubble  
(prior cap separation) 
1.25 eV 1.01 eV 1.22 eV 
Bubble temperature  9839.26 K 7971.97 K 9622.44 K 
Number of D atoms in bubble  
(prior cap separation) 
59 52 59 
Number of D2 atoms in bubble  
(prior cap separation) 
7 1 9 
Vm (critical molar volume) m
3/mol 9.21×10-5 1.13×10-4 8.38×10-5 
Bubble pressure (prior cap separation) 1.1 GPa 0.7 GPa 1.2 GPa 
 
Recent experiments indicate that the diffusion process may play an important role in the 
deuterium blister formation on tungsten surface, since cluster of hydrogen and vacancies 
may diffuse deeply into the bulk and form blisters beyond the range of the implantation 
depth [1, 35]. However, the diffusion process does not play an important role in the MD 
simulation described above due to the short time scale of the simulation compared to the 
estimated time scale for the blister formation of seconds to minutes.  A review of 
hydrogen bubbles in metals by Condon and Schober [36] suggested one possible 
mechanism of void formation. The hydrogen super-saturation can occur as a result of 
high flux of sudden hydrogen ion implantation. If the hydrogen buildup at the near 
surface layer has a rate, which is greater than the rate of surface desorption or dissolution 
into the metal bulk, the hydrogen will nucleate into small bubbles that grows with metal 
mechanical deformation, yielding blisters. Due to the high flux used in the simulation, the 
hydrogen has no time to diffuse into the bulk and then accumulates near the surface layer. 
Therefore, the bubbles were formed several nanometers below the surface instead of the 
micrometer range. For the 300 K simulation, the trapped deuterium atoms were migrating 
to deeper tungsten bulk or escaping from the tungsten surface compared to other cases 






surface layer may not reach the required super-saturation state, thus bubbles were not 
formed after 5000 deuterium impacts in low temperature cases. Bubbles may form after 
more ion implantation, and/or form deep in the bulk. Due to the required prolonged 
simulation time, those phenomena are not investigated in this work.  In addition, we have 
performed dynamic Monte Carlo simulation of D diffusion in W and confirmed that is 
very low. One still needs some diffusion of D to form and reach bubbles and bubble may 
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CHAPTER 3. TUNGSTEN EROSION AND SURFACE EVOLUTION DUE TO 
DEUTERIUM AND CARBON BOMBARDMENT 
3.1 Background 
Tungsten and carbon fiber composites (CFCs) are plasma facing components (PFCs) 
candidates in ITER where they are subjected to high hydrogen plasma fluxes. For carbon-
based materials (CBM), chemical interactions with hydrogen isotopes lead to enhanced 
erosion yield [1], especially at elevated surface temperature (~0.1 at 600-800 K) [2]. 
Erosion rate of CBM during normal fusion reactor operation is several meters per year 
[2]. The eroded carbon atoms can migrate to other places and re-deposit on tungsten 
surface to form thin carbon film and remove tungsten atoms from the surface. The 
deposited carbon on tungsten surface increases hydrogen retention, which was mainly 
confined to the carbon-modified layer [3, 4], and hydrogen concentration in the carbon 
deposited layer depends on the incident hydrogen energy: energetic ions lead to hard 
films with lower hydrogen concentration, while low energy hydrogen leads to soft films 
with higher hydrogen concentration [5, 6]. Tungsten carbide could form on tungsten 
surface under exposure to carbon-seeded D plasma which serves as a barrier layer for 
diffusion and traps deuterium, thus increasing the D retention in tungsten [3]. Experiment 
of simultaneous 1 keV carbon and 333 eV hydrogen bombardments on tungsten shows 
that the C concentration at the peak depth increases with increasing beam fluence. With 






the bulk layer. Graphite/WC co-existed layer formed at the implanted range, 2-3 nm from 
the surface [7]. Compared to dual ion implantation (C+ and D2
+), triple ion implantation 
(C+, D2
+ and He+) on tungsten shows that the presence of helium decreases hydrogen 
retention. Formation of WC layer and helium bubble are observed in triple ion case [8]. 
For high-energy (2.4 keV) carbon irradiation on tungsten, at higher substrate temperature 
(> 1070 K), material mixing is dominated by the diffusion of carbon into tungsten 
associated with carbide formation. For lower substrate temperature, the growth of such 
layer is affected by the ion radiation enhanced penetration of carbon [9]. Simultaneous 
carbon and hydrogen bombardment can be realized by CH3
+ impinging. During the 
bombardment, the target will first lose its weight due to tungsten sputtering, and then its 
weight keeps increasing after carbon net deposition prevails. Higher substrate 
temperature accelerates the tungsten erosion speed for both C+ and CH3
+ bombardment.  
[10]. Rough tungsten surface could increase tungsten-sputtering yield, and reduce carbon 
implantation rate [11]. After studying 1 keV D2
+ bombardment on WC, Kimura et al. 
concludes that in the initial implantation stage, the D is preferentially trapped by C, and 
the C atoms in WC are selectively sputtered by D2
+ implantation, forming hydrocarbon. 
After the saturation of C-D bonds in WC, D is trapped by interstitial sites of WC and 
carbon vacancies [12]. The consequences of these complicated processes will result in 
tungsten dust in the plasma. The dust is formed either directly from erosion processes 
causing ejection of particulates, or by delamination of re-deposited layers. Because 
tungsten impurities in fusion plasma need to be significantly minimized due to plasma 






surface evolution during deuterium bombardment with carbon impurity is crucial for the 
usage of tungsten and CFCs in fusion reactors. 
 
One of the principal tools in theoretical study of molecular/atomic systems is the method 
of molecular dynamics simulations. The MD simulations have been used for investigating 
various fields of plasma material interaction. Hydrogen or helium implantation on 
tungsten or other fusion relevant materials has been studied using MD simulations [14-
26]. For MD simulations involving hydrogen, carbon and tungsten, most of the 
simulations model the hydrogen bombardment on crystalline tungsten carbide [27-32]: 
MD simulation of hydrogen bombardment of tungsten carbide shows that prolonged 
bombardment leads to the formation of an amorphous WC surface layer. C is sputtered 
preferentially, and carbon-sputtering yield of various deuterium energies are obtained 
[33]. Cumulative deuterium co-bombardment with C, W, He, Ne or Ar impurities on 
crystalline WC shows that the WC structure changes from crystalline to amorphous. High 
D2 gas pressure leads to a rupture in the sample, causing blistering like effect. D2 re-
emission after annealing to 600 – 1000 K proves that D2 is highly mobile in tungsten 
carbide [34]. The effect of plasma impurities on the WC sputtering is also studied by MD 
simulation, but the MD yields have not reached the steady state. C is preferentially 
sputtered as single atom, while W is dominantly sputtered as WC dimmer or other small 
WxCy molecules [35]. Preferential defect production and sputtering for carbon is seen 
when WC is irradiated by deuterium. Frenkel pairs are observed [36]. MD simulation of 
deuterium irradiation on W, WC and W2C surface shows that D in W is present mainly in 






Little effort is devoted to MD simulation of deuterium bombardment on amorphous WC 
and carbon bombardment on tungsten with relatively limited results and analysis: MD 
simulation of deuterium bombardment on amorphous WC shows that carbon sputtering 
yield decreases with increasing tungsten content. No tungsten is sputtered for both 66 and 
300 eV deuterium implantation [33]. Reflection and dissociation coefficients of 
hydrocarbon on tungsten and carbon surface are calculated by MD simulation. The 
sticking coefficients of CH4 on WC predicted by MD simulation increases with 
increasing plasma energy [38]. Therefore, this work mainly focus on carbon 
bombardment, simultaneous deuterium and carbon implantation on crystalline tungsten 
and deuterium bombardment on tungsten pre-irradiated by carbon to study the effect of 
carbon impurity in fusion plasma on tungsten surface. 
 
3.2 Simulation Method 
The following simulations were performed using the classical LAMMPS computer code 
[39]. The W-C-H analytic bond-order potential [40] was converted to LAMMPS Tersoff 
type interatomic potential to describe the ternary W-C-H system of bulk, surface, and 
projectiles [26]. The initial substrate is crystalline body centered cubic (bcc) tungsten 
with a size of 8 by 8 by 55 lattices along x, y and z direction. The origin is placed at one 
corner of the top surface. A lattice parameter of 3.165 Å was used to construct the 
tungsten sample, because it yields minimum potential energy [26]. The side boundary 
conditions are set to periodic, while the top and bottom boundary conditions are set to 
non-periodic and fixed (if an atom moves outside the boundary, it will be removed from 






momentum of energetic ions. Prior to the bombardment, the mobile tungsten atoms are 
assigned an initial velocity with a Gaussian distribution according to the desired sample 
temperature. Then, the temperature rescaling is performed for 1000 steps using 0.01 ps as 
step size to reach the temperature equilibrium.  
 
During the bombardment, two layers of the tungsten atoms above the fixed atoms and 
one layer surrounding the side of the tungsten bulk were maintained at the desired 
temperature using Berendsen thermostat. The temperature is set to relax in a time span of 
0.01 ps. The projectile is randomly placed 10 lattice parameters (31.65 Å) above the 
sample initial top surface with specific energy (velocity), so that after all bombardment, 
the projectile initial position will still be above the deposited layer. The polar angle of ion 
initial travelling direction is randomly selected between 0-20° off-normal downward, 
while the azimuthal angle is uniformly distributed on X-Y plane. For cumulative 
bombardment, system will generate a new ion every 2.5 ps (5000 time steps), resulting in 
a flux of 6.2×1028m-2s-1, which is used for all cumulative bombardments. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Non-cumulative Carbon Implantation on Tungsten 
To investigate the initial damage to tungsten by carbon impinging, non-cumulative 
carbon bombardment on tungsten is simulated. These series of simulations direct 50, 100, 
150, 200 or 250 eV carbon atoms to 300, 600, 1000, or 1500 K tungsten samples. Each 






substrate, this event is recorded. If the carbon escapes from the upper simulation 
boundary, the simulation is restarted with a new incoming carbon atom. 
 
The carbon-trapping rate is defined as the total number of carbon atoms trapped in 
tungsten sample divided by the total number of incident carbon ions (5000). Carbon-
trapping rate of non-cumulative bombardment is shown in Figure 3-1. The increasing 
trend exhibits a logarithm type. Energetic incoming ions have larger penetration depth, 
and are more likely to be trapped in the substrate. The tungsten temperature barely affects 
the trapping rate. This phenomenon is different from the deuterium retention rate 
predicted by MD simulation, which reveals that higher tungsten temperature increases the 
deuterium retention rates [26, 37], due to lattice recrystallization process [37]. Because 
carbon forms strong bond with tungsten, but hydrogen is highly mobile in tungsten, this 








Figure 3-1. Carbon trapping rates of non-cumulative pure carbon bombardment on 
crystalline tungsten; carbon energy: 50, 100, 150, 200, and 250 eV; tungsten temperature: 
300, 600, 1000, and 1500 K; number of projectiles: 5000 per run. 
 
If a carbon atom is trapped in the substrate to become an interstitial atom, the depth of 
such atom is recorded. Figure 3-2 depicts the depth profiles of non-cumulative 
bombardment. The counts are collected into multiple bins with a width of 3 Å. Energetic 
projectiles clearly reach higher depth. The substrate temperature barely affects the depth 
distribution. Compared to the 300 K results, the depth peaks of 1500 K move towards Z 
positive direction for 3 Å, but it is insignificant to conclude any temperature effect. The 
negative depth in Figure 3-2 means the incoming carbon ions land on the tungsten 
surface.  
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(a) 300 K 
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Depth profiles of non-cumulative C bombardment on 300 K tungsten
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Depth profiles of non-cumulative C bombardment on 600 K tungsten
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(d) 1500 K 
 
Figure 3-2. Carbon depth profiles of non-cumulative carbon bombardment on tungsten 
(a): 300 K; (b): 600 K; (c): 1000 K; (d): 1500 K. Bin size: 3 Å. 
Depth profiles of non-cumulative C bombardment on 1000 K tungsten
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Depth profiles of non-cumulative C bombardment on 1500 K tungsten
Depth (angstrom)

































If any tungsten atom is no longer bonded to substrate and travels across the upper 
boundary of the simulation box, such atom is considered sputtered. The tungsten-
sputtering yield is defined as the total number of sputtered tungsten atoms divided by the 
total number of incident carbon atoms (5000). Figure 3-3 shows tungsten-sputtering yield 
as a function of the incident carbon energy. The trends are relatively linear with the 
incident energy for this energy range. From the extrapolation, the sputtering threshold 
energy is around 25 eV. 
 
 
Figure 3-3. Non-cumulative carbon bombardment induced tungsten-sputtering yield 
3.3.2 Cumulative Carbon Implantation on Tungsten 
To further investigate tungsten erosion by carbon, the simulations of cumulative carbon 
implantation on tungsten are carried out using MD simulation. In these simulations, the 
Non-cumulative C bombardment induced W sputtering yield
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tungsten samples with temperature of 300, 600, 1000, and 1500 K are repeatedly 
bombarded by 3000 carbon ions with energies of 100 or 200 eV. The equivalent fluence 
is about 5.0×1020 m-2.  
 
Figure 3-4 illustrates the tungsten erosion by cumulative carbon bombardment. The 
surface layer is damaged by the incoming carbon and become amorphous tungsten 
carbide. The carbon ratio in the surface layer increases with fluence. At the end of the 
bombardment, the carbon atom ratio in the surface amorphous layer is about 0.25-0.35. 
The surface amorphous layer density decreases with fluence. At the end of the 
bombardment, the surface amorphous layer density reaches 10-14 g·cm-3 (tungsten 
density: 19.3 g•cm-3; amorphous carbon density: 1.8 - 2.1 g•cm-3). The erosion of 200 eV 
carbon is about 5 Å higher than the one of 100 eV carbon, while the carbon deposited 







   
(a) 100 eV, 0 impacts (e) 200 eV, 0 impacts 
 
  







   
(c) 100 eV, 2000 impacts (g) 200 eV, 2000 impacts 
 
   
(d) 100 eV, 3000 impacts (h) 200 eV, 3000 impacts 
 
Figure 3-4. Snapshots of the 300 K tungsten erosion during cumulative carbon 
bombardment process. (a)-(d): incident carbon energy: 100 eV, snapshots of substrate 
after 0, 1000, 2000 and 3000 impacts; (e)-(h): incident carbon energy: 200 eV, snapshots 







The curves in Figure 3-5 represent the number of remaining tungsten atoms in the 
substrate. The upper four curves are the results of 100 eV carbon bombardment, while the 
lower four curves are the results of 200 eV carbon bombardment case. Figure 3-5 shows 
that tungsten keeps losing its weight till the end of simulations. Both theoretical erosion 
formula and experiments suggest when tungsten is bombarded by carbon ions, the sample 
will first lose its weight because the tungsten is sputtered by the incoming carbon ions. 
Then, the sample weight will keep increasing after the pure surface carbon film is formed 
and carbon deposition prevails [10]. Due to the limitation of MD simulation, the 
simulated fluence is several magnitudes lower than that of the performed experiments. 
Therefore, our MD simulation only demonstrates the initial tungsten weight loss phase. 
 
As also shown in Figure 3-5, the erosion rates of the 200 eV carbon bombardments are 
about 3-5 times larger than the ones of the 100 eV bombardments. Higher substrate 
temperature clearly enhances the erosion. Due to reduced surface binding energy [42, 
46], high substrate temperature increases C self-sputtering, which is responsible for the 
enhanced W erosion, because the tungsten surface is less shielded by the C layer [40]. 
Experiments [41] and Monte Carlo simulations (TRIDYN) [42] of 6 keV carbon ion 
implantation on tungsten present similar phenomena, i.e., the tungsten sputtering yield at 








Figure 3-5. Number of remaining W in the substrate during cumulative carbon 
bombardments 
 
After bombardment of 3000 carbon ions, tungsten-sputtering yield is calculated and 
plotted as shown in Figure 3-6. Compared to the non-cumulative bombardment results, 
the sputtering yield of cumulative bombardment is lower. Because a carbon layer is 
formed at the tungsten surface, and the tungsten atom ratio in the surface layer keeps 
decreasing, the incoming carbon ions have less chance to interact with tungsten atom, and 
the beneath tungsten bulk is protected by the enriched surface carbon layer. Therefore, 
tungsten-sputtering yield by the cumulative carbon bombardment is lower than that by 
the non-cumulative bombardment. In addition, we compared the 100 eV carbon induced 
tungsten sputtering at 300 K with other’s MD result based on the same potential and 
EDDY Monte Carlo solution [3]. Their MD and EDDY solutions both give a tungsten 
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Figure 3-6. Cumulative carbon bombardment induced tungsten-sputtering yield. 
Incoming carbon energies: 100 and 200 eV 
 
The trapped carbon depth profiles of 300 K case after 1000, 2000, and 3000 impacts are 
presented in Figure 3-7. Both 100 and 200 eV results show that the carbon deposition 
grows towards the Z negative direction, indicating some trapped carbons are pushed 
deeper by the subsequent bombardment, and the tungsten sample is not affected by the 
cumulative carbon implantation beyond certain depth.  
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Figure 3-7. Depth profiles of cumulative carbon bombardment on 300 K tungsten after 
1000, 2000 and 3000 impacts. Carbon energies: 100 eV (red lines) and 200 eV (black 
lines). Bin size: 3 Å. 
 
3.3.3 Deuterium Bombardment on Carbon Pre-irradiated Tungsten 
Before deuterium bombardment, the tungsten sample is pre-irradiated by 3000 carbon 
ions with energy of 100 eV. At the end of the carbon pre-irradiation, there are about 300 
carbon atoms (atomic ratio: 41%) in the surface amorphous layer ranging roughly from z 
= -13 to 5 Å. The estimated surface layer density is 13.2 g·cm-3. Then, it is subjected to 
10 or 100 eV deuterium bombardment.  The simulation is terminated upon 5000-
deuterium implantation or the formation of a gas bubble whichever comes first. The 
tungsten sample is maintained at 300 K at all time. 
 
C depth profiles of 300 K tungsten
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The 10 eV deuterium case barely modifies the substrate surface. No tungsten atom is 
removed, and only 2 carbon atoms are sputtered. There are only 72 deuterium atoms 
trapped in the substrate (trapping rate: 0.0144). For the 100 eV deuterium bombardments, 
no tungsten atom is removed either, because the incoming deuterium energy is well 
below the tungsten displacement threshold. Figure 3-8 presents the number of remaining 
carbon and the number of trapped deuterium in the substrate. After around 2050 
deuterium impacts, both carbon and deuterium inventories in the sample have a sudden 
drop, because a gas bubble is formed and the bubble cap is separated from the sample and 
flew away, causing sudden loss of a large amount of atoms. The deuterium induced 
carbon sputtering yield right after 2000 impacts is 0.117, and about one third of the 
incoming deuterium atoms are trapped in the sample. Experiments of deuterium 
implantation into tungsten carbide also indicate that the C atoms in WC were selectively 
sputtered by D2








Figure 3-8. Number of carbon and deuterium atoms in the substrate for simulation of 100 
eV deuterium implantation on tungsten pre-irradiated by 100 eV carbon ions 
 
Figure 3-9 illustrates the gas bubble formation process. Analysis of snapshots reveals that 
more than one half of the trapped deuterium stays in the surface amorphous WC layer. 
After 2000 impacts, 57% of the trapped deuterium atoms are within the surface 
amorphous layer (z >-13 Å). This phenomenon also matches previous findings from 
experiments: large amount of hydrogen is confined within the surface WC layer [4, 43]. 
Large amount of D2 molecules also formed within the amorphous layer. Assuming the D-
D bond length is about 0.74 Å, the number of D2 molecules can be calculated. After 1000 
and 1500 impacts, in the surface amorphous layer, about 35% deuterium atoms are in D2 
molecule form, while the D2 ratio slightly drops to 29%, after 2000 impacts. MD 
simulation shows deuterium usually appears in atomic form in crystalline tungsten, while 
large amount of D2 can be formed when crystalline WC is bombarded by deuterium [37]. 
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Our MD results also confirm that: when pure crystalline tungsten is bombarded by 
deuterium, only about 2% trapped deuterium is in D2 form [26]. Experiments show that 
the surface carbon film will increase the deuterium trapping rate and the deuterium is 
mainly trapped within the surface carbon film [43], facilitating bubble formation, because 
D is preferentially trapped by C, vacancies and interstitial sites in amorphous layer [12], 
preventing it from migrating to deeper bulk regions. Our ITMC-DYN Monte Carlo 
results also shows that increasing carbon concentration in the surface layer can 
significantly decreases the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen isotopes to increase 
hydrogen retention within the surface layer [44]. The sample evolution in our MD 
simulations shows similar trends: no bubble was found when crystalline tungsten was 
bombarded by 5000 deuterium ions [26], while gas bubble formed as early as 2000 
deuterium bombardment in amorphous WC layer.  
 
Hydrogen implantation induced bubbles are found on the surfaces of many types of 
metals and alloys [47], and recent experiments are focusing on tungsten surface blistering 
effect [43, 48-51]. However, it should be noted that the deuterium bubble formation 
based on cumulative bombardment could not be directly compared with the experiment, 
because of the high deuterium flux used in the simulation, which is several magnitudes 
higher than the actual condition. The hydrogen blister found on tungsten surface in the 
experiment involves the diffusion effect, which does not play an important role in these 
MD simulations, due to the very short of simulated timescale [34]. However, the bubble 






pressure caused by near surface hydrogen super-saturation results in tungsten plastic 
deformation [47]. 
    





Figure 3-9. Snapshots of the 100 eV deuterium bombardments on tungsten pre-irradiated 
by 100 eV carbon. (a-e): snapshots after 0, 1000, 1500, 2000 and 2020 deuterium 






3.3.4 Simultaneous Deuterium and Carbon Bombardment on Tungsten 
To study the effect of mixed materials and impurity bombardment for more realistic 
fusion reactor environment, we simulated the simultaneous bombardment of deuterium 
and carbon mixture on crystalline tungsten. Each simulation directs 5000 ions of 10 eV 
deuterium or 100 eV carbon into 300 K tungsten sample. The carbon ratios used in the 
ion mixture are 1, 10, 20, 50, 80, 90, and 99%. All other configurations are identical to 
the simulations described in previous sections. Figure 3-10 shows the number of tungsten 
atoms remaining in the substrate for different carbon concentration. The tungsten erosion 
rate is enhanced by higher carbon concentration. 
 
 
Figure 3-10. Number of tungsten atoms in 300 K tungsten substrate for various carbon 


















































Because only carbon could remove tungsten atom, and 10 eV deuterium could not 
displace tungsten atom, the tungsten-sputtering yield is defined as the number of lost 
tungsten atoms divided by the number of incoming carbon. The results are plotted in 
Figure 3-11. The sputtering yield exhibits a maximum value when the carbon ratio 
reaches about 20%. This phenomenon can be explained as follows: if the carbon ratio is 
high and approaches 100%, the tungsten sputtering yield will be close to that of pure 
carbon cumulative bombardment discussed in the previous section, and the sputtering 
will be suppressed by the surface deposited carbon layer, which is also seen in recent 
experiments using simultaneous impact of carbon and hydrogen ions (CH3
+) causing 
carbon film build up on tungsten surface at room temperature [45]. However, if the 
carbon ratio is very low, the projected carbon may interact with the trapped deuterium to 
lose its kinetic energy, because the deuterium content in the substrate is relatively high. 
Therefore, the tungsten sputtering caused by low carbon concentration bombardment is 
lower than the results of the non-cumulative carbon bombardment, due to the presence of 







Figure 3-11. Carbon induced tungsten-sputtering yield for simultaneous 100 eV 
deuterium and carbon bombardment on 300 K tungsten. (Number of sputtered tungsten 
divided by number of incident carbon) 
 
At the end of each simulation, the carbon and deuterium trapping rates is calculated and 
plotted in Figure 3-12. The trend shows that carbon and deuterium trapping rates are low 
when carbon ratio is high. As mentioned in previous sections, the carbon trapping rate of 
non-cumulative bombardment is higher than that of the cumulative bombardment. 
Therefore, the carbon-trapping rate of the low carbon ratio is higher, because the surface 
carbon film is not well formed, and carbon self-sputtering is not significant. More 
deuterium atoms could migrate to the bulk region, because there are not many vacancies 
at the surface caused by amorphization. Therefore, both C and D trapping rates are 
higher. If C ratio is high, the deposited carbon tends to be removed by C self-sputtering 
Tungsten sputtering yield by C-D mixture bombardment
C ratio (%)


























process. Therefore, carbon-trapping rate for the high carbon ratio is relatively lower. For 
higher carbon ratios, the deuterium ions have higher chance to interact with deposited 
carbon and form hydrocarbon and leave the tungsten sample, leading to relatively low 
deuterium trapping rate. 
 
 
Figure 3-12. Carbon and deuterium trapping rates of simultaneous 100 eV deuterium and 
carbon bombardment on 300 K tungsten 
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CHAPTER 4. ATOMIC SCALE CALCULATIONS OF TUNGSTEN SURFACE 
BINDING ENERGY AND BERYLLIUM-INDUCED TUNGSTEN SPUTTERING 
4.1 Background 
The surface binding energy (SBE) is a key parameter to accurate sputtering yield 
calculation in binary collision approximation (BCA) method. This is the energy that the 
target surface atoms must overcome in order to leave the surface (sputtered). For most of 
the materials, the actual SBE values are unknown, and the heat of sublimation energy is 
usually used in BCA method as a good approximation. For example, the default SBE 
value of tungsten used in BCA Monte Carlo (MC) codes is 8.68 eV. However, the heat of 
sublimation is assumed to be too low, because it only relates to a half-space atom, not to 
an in-surface atom [1]. The energy required to eject a surface atom should be 30-40% 
greater than heat of sublimation energy, which is based on the pair potential calculation 
considering only the nearest neighbors [2]. Because sputtering yield calculated by BCA 
method is very sensitive to the SBE input and using heat of sublimation as the SBE will 
result in overestimated sputtering yield, it is important to predict and supply accurate 
SBEs to the BCA codes. A few work has been devoted to calculate the SBE of various 
materials: Gades and Urbassek used a many-body potential of the tinght-binding type to 
analytically calculate the SBE of a binary alloy [3]. MD with tight binding models was 
used to investigate the SBE of Ni-Al alloy and Au metal, and consistency between BCA 






model based on the electronegativity concept to calculate the SBE of any strong 
electronegative (C, N, O, F, Cl, etc.) or electropositive elements (alkali metals and rare 
earth elements) [5]. This chapter presents the SBE calculation of tungsten using 
molecular dynamic (MD) simulation. Using the corrected SBE, consistency between 
BCA and MD for beryllium-induced tungsten sputtering yield calculation is achieved. 
 
In current and future fusion reactors, beryllium (Be) is being used as the first wall 
coating, because it is among the least plasma-polluting metals [6]. Due to the low SBE 
and low melting point of Be, it is subjected to strong physical sputtering [7]. The erosion 
rate of Be is ten times higher than tungsten, the divertor material, and D→Be sputtering 
threshold is just several electron volts [8]. Therefore, Be is a common plasma impurity, 
and the eroded Be atoms could migrate towards the divertor region. In ITER, the Be 
fraction in plasma ranges from 0.01 to 0.10, leading to a Be incident flux of 100-1000 
monolayer (ML) s-1 on ITER divertor surfaces [9]. Be deposition on W may enhance W 
erosion, due to its larger mass. In addition, the formed Be-W alloy has lower melting 
point, thus weakens W thermo-mechanical properties [10]. Extensive efforts have been 
devoted to the understanding of the complex wall surface evolution. Due to beryllium’s 
severe toxicity, numerical simulations remain as the most available investigative methods 







4.2 Computation method  
4.2.1 Molecular dynamic 
MD has been extensively used to model the interaction of energetic ions with material 
[11-17]. The classical MD code LAMMPS [18] is again used to perform the MD 
simulations of ion-target interactions. There are three types of tungsten many-body 
potential available in literatures and suitable for LAMMPS code: embedded atom model 
(EAM) [19], EAM Finnis and Sinclair (FS) [20], and Tersoff [21] potentials, and all of 
them are used in this study for comparison.  
 
For the tungsten SBE calculation, the used bcc tungsten sample consists of 21 by 21 by 
21 lattices (lattice constant, a: 3.165 Å). The bottom 2 lattices of atoms are fixed in the 
space at all time and the force and velocity are zeroed out. The boundary conditions on 
the side walls are set to periodic, while the top and bottom boundary conditions are set to 
non-periodic and fixed (atoms move across such boundary will be removed from system). 
At the beginning, the temperature of the entire tungsten sample is set to 0 K, and the time 
step size is set to 1 fs. In order to calculate the SBE, a first layer surface atom at the 
center of tungsten (001) surface is given a momentum towards the surface normal [4]. By 
monitoring the remaining energy and the location of the ejected atom, the initial 
momentum is gradually adjusted until the ejected atom’s remaining energy is very close 
to zero and it could leave the surface at the same time. Then, the initial energy assigned 
to the surface atom will be the calculated SBE. It should be noted that SBE only 






initial velocity along z-axis (vz,0), while the vx,0 and vy,0 to are set to 0. This calculation 
procedure is repeated for all three potentials. 
 
Tungsten sputtering yield by beryllium bombardment is also calculated by the MD 
method in order to provide reference solutions for the BCA simulation. The W-W 
interactions are described by above three many-body potentials, while the Be-W 
interactions are defined by Ziegler-Biersack-Littmark (ZBL) universal screening 
function. The ZBL formula has a few variations. This work adopts the Tersoff/ZBL 
formula in LAMMPS manual [22] by eliminating the Tersoff part. Because the 
bombardment is non-cumulative and there is only one single Be atom in the system at a 
time, Be-Be interaction is not defined. For the bombardment simulation, the tungsten 
substrate size is 10 by 10 by 55 lattices. The bottom 3 lattices are fixed in space. One 
lattice around the sidewall and two lattices above the bottom fixed atoms are maintained 
at room temperature by Bredensen thermostat. For each bombardment, the Be is 
randomly placed 6.33 Å (2a) above the tungsten (001) surface, then an initial velocity of 
200 – 500 eV is assigned to the Be atom, with a 45° polar angle and a random selected 
azimuthal angle. The Be projectile is continuously tracked till the Be atom escapes from 
the upper or lower simulation boundary or its kinetic energy is lower than 0.5 eV (trapped 
in the substrate). Then, the substrate is restored to its initial undamaged phase with a new 
incident Be projectile. During the bombardment, the step size is set to 0.5 fs, and each 







4.2.2 Binary collision approximation 
The tungsten heat of sublimation and MD calculated SBE are both used in the BCA code, 
Ion Transport in Materials and Compounds (ITMC) [23], part of the HEIGHTS code 
package [24-28], to simulate the Be→W sputtering process. The ITMC calculations use 
Kr-C potential [29, 30] with Firsov screening length to describe the Be-W interaction. 
The Be incident energies and polar angle are kept the same as the MD parameters, but the 
incident azimuthal angle is fixed at 0°. There are 100,000 projectiles per ITMC 
simulation. 
 
4.3 Results and discussion 
4.3.1 Tungsten SBE and sputtering yield 
The MD calculated tungsten SBE using EAM, EAM-FS, and Tersoff potentials are 11.56, 
12.00, and 11.69 eV, respectively. The remaining energies of the ejected W atoms of all 
cases are lower than 0.01 eV. The calculated SBE from three potentials are close to each 
other, and the average value of 11.75 eV is considered as the W SBE, which will be used 
in the subsequent BCA simulations. It is 35.4% greater than the tungsten heat of 
sublimation energy (8.68 eV), i.e., falling in the range of 30-40% mentioned earlier.  
 
Figure 4-1 displays the Be-induced tungsten sputtering yield calculated by ITMC with 
default and new SBE and LAMMPS with three many-body potentials. In this region of 
incident energies, the sputtering yield can be treated as linear with incident energy. The 






three MD potentials yield similar results. Sputtering yield by ITMC with default SBE is 
overestimated, about two times greater than the MD results. Using the MD predicted 
tungsten SBE, the ITMC code produces identical sputtering yield as MD method. This 
consistency indicates correct SBE calculation procedure and value. The extensions of the 
sputtering yield curves show that Be→W physical sputtering threshold is around 60 eV. 
 
Figure 4-1. Tungsten sputtering yield by beryllium bombardment calculated by ITMC 
with default and new SBE and LAMMPS with three many-body potentials 
 
4.3.2 Sputtered atom angular distribution 
During the simulation, the polar and azimuthal angles of the sputtered tungsten travelling 






with a size of 10°, and the counts are normalized by dividing the number of Be 
projectiles. For 500 eV Be bombardment, they are shown in Figure 4-2 and Figure 4-3, 
respectively. In BCA calculation, changing SBE only affects the radius, not the shape. 
Therefore, for ITMC results, only calculation using new SBE is displayed for a concise 
view.  
 
Angular distributions of particles sputtered from single crystals exhibit preferential 
ejections in the direction of certain preferred crystal axes, and the most prominent 
preferential ejection directions (often called Wehner spots [31-33]) usually correspond to 
closed-packed lattice rows: e.g., [111] in bcc and [110] in fcc [2] structures. For bcc 
tungsten (001) surface, polar angle of 54.7° and azimuthal angles of 45°, 135°, 225°, and 
315° are the theoretical preferential ejection directions. As shown in Figure 4-2 and 
Figure 4-3, all MD results are close to each other, and the preferential ejection directions 
are accurately reproduced. In ITMC, the substrate is treated as amorphous material, so its 
angular distribution profiles are different from the MD simulation. The unsymmetrical 
oval shape in Figure 4-3 results from the fixed incident azimuthal angle of 0°, which 








Figure 4-2 Sputtered tungsten polar angle profile (incident beryllium energy: 500 eV). In 








Figure 4-3. Sputtered tungsten azimuthal angle profile (incident beryllium energy: 500 
eV) 
 
4.3.3 Sputtered atom energy spectrum 
For physical sputtering, the energy distribution of the sputtered particle flux can be 



















where, Γ: sputtered particle flux; θ: emission polar angle; E; emission energy; Eb: surface 
binding energy; and Ω: solid angle. Integrating Equation (4-1) over θ and Ω yields 












However, for small bombarding energies and light ions, the tails of the Thompson energy 
spectrum deviates from the reference [34]. The Falcone energy spectrum for 
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(4-4) 
where, M1 and M2 are the mass of projectile and target atoms.  
 
The energies of the sputtered tungsten atoms calculated by MD and BCA codes are 
collected into multiple bins with a width of 4 eV. The results of 500 eV bombardment are 
plotted in Figure 4-4 along with the two empirical formulas. All curves are normalized as 
the peak equals 1. The ITMC peak location (at Eb/2) and the falloff towards high energies 
match the Thompson energy spectrum well. The MD results have large fluctuation due to 






Falcone energy spectrum, which best describes this sputtering scenario of light particle 
with low incident energy bombardment. 
 
 
Figure 4-4 Sputtered tungsten energy profile (incident beryllium energy: 500 eV) 
 
4.4 Conclusion 
The surface binding energy of tungsten is calculated by classical molecular dynamics 
method using three different many-body potentials for tungsten. The new calculated 
value of the appropriate SBE is 11.75 eV, which is about 35% greater than the tungsten 
heat of sublimation 8.68 eV usually used in the binary collision approximation based 
Monte Carlo codes. Then, the tungsten-sputtering yield by beryllium non-cumulative 
bombardment is calculated by the MD and ITMC BCA codes. Compared with MD 
results, sputtering yield calculated by ITMC with 8.68 eV SBE is overestimated, while 






consistency indicates the SBE calculation procedure and result are more appropriate and 
better describe the physical system. The angular distributions of the sputtered tungsten 
atoms are analyzed through the sputtering simulation as well. The tallies shows that MD 
simulations accurately reproduced the Wehner spots, while the ITMC exhibits distinct 
angular distribution due to the amorphous target used in the code. The sputtered tungsten 
energy profile calculated by ITMC matches Thompson energy spectrum, while the MD 
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CHAPTER 5. KINETIC MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF HYDROGEN 
DIFFUSION ON TUNGSTEN RECONSTRUCTED (001) SURFACE 
5.1 Introduction 
Tungsten is one of the most promising divertor plate candidate materials that will be used 
in the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER), due to its excellent 
thermo-mechanical properties [1]. Hydrogen isotopes with energy of ~10 eV and higher 
in the plasma constantly impinge on tungsten surface [2]. They may be absorbed and 
diffuse on tungsten surface or in tungsten bulk. During and after intense plasma 
irradiation, surface structure may become amorphous with inferior tungsten thermo-
mechanical properties. For safety and economic reasons, it is important to understand the 
behavior of the hydrogen isotopes, i.e., retention, desorption, and diffusion in tungsten. 
 
The phenomena of surface reconstruction involve rearrangements of surface and near 
surface atoms. Termination of the lattice results in loss of periodicity and symmetry, and 
the surface may change to a different pattern to reduce the surface free energy. Below 
room temperature, the W (001) surface unit cell exhibits a (√2 × √2)R45° over layer 
structure[3-7], which means that the surface layer lattice is square and its lattice constant 
is √2 times of the ideal lattice constant; the surface unit cell is rotated 45° with respect to 
the bulk cells. The first layer tungsten atoms shift to <110> direction, forming a zigzag 






layer displacement Δ1 is 0.26-0.28 Å [8-12]. Both DFT [8,9] and low-energy electron 
diffraction (LEED) observation [13,14] show that the hydrogen absorption site is the 
bridge site, and it was confirmed by molecular dynamic calculation [15] using Tersoff 
type bond order interatomic potential [16].  Atomic hydrogen is absorbed on bridge sites 
on W (001) surface [17], and the two possible absorption sites are located at the center of 
the so called short bridge (SB) and long bridge (LB) illustrated in Figure 5-1 (not drawn 
to scale). The absorbed H has four possible diffusion paths to its nearest four vacant 
absorption sites: traveling along the same bridge or jumping between two adjacent 
bridges.  
 
Kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) method is a non-equilibrium method designed to describe 
the time evolution of the interested system, by first identifying all possible events and 
their associated occurrence rates. Each KMC step consists of one randomly determined 
event, and the time increment of each step is related to the total event occurrence rates. 
KMC simulation has been used to model hydrogen absorption/desorption on tungsten 
surface [18] and hydrogen or helium diffusion in metal bulk [19-21]. In this work, the 
KMC algorithm and the results of hydrogen diffusion on tungsten reconstructed (001) 








Figure 5-1 Top view of W (001) reconstructed surface with hydrogen atoms (small 
circles) on short bridge and long bridge absorption sites. First layer tungsten atoms (large 
circles with red dots) are shifted to <110> direction. 
 
5.2 Methodologies 
5.2.1 KMC algorithm 
To simplify the geometry and facilitate the coding, the lattice shown in Figure 5-1 is 
rotated 45° counterclockwise, and the XY coordinate axes are reestablished: X-axis: 
[11̅0], Y-axis: [110]. Figure 5-2 illustrates the simplified KMC diffusion model. The side 
length of the square lattice is 𝑎 √2⁄ , where a is the tungsten lattice constant (3.165 Å). In 






SB sites. The hydrogen could travel along the same bridge, or jump between adjacent 
bridges. There are four possible diffusion paths as indicated by the arrows in Figure 5-2.  
 
 
Figure 5-2 KMC model for hydrogen diffusion on tungsten reconstructed (001) surface 
simulation. Δx and Δy: lattice dimension; a: ideal tungsten lattice constant. Odd row: long 
bridge; even row: short bridge. Red circles: occupied hydrogen absorption sites; hollow 
circles: vacant hydrogen absorption sites. 
 
To describe the effects of temperature and neighbor interactions among hydrogen atoms, 
the transition state theory (TST) is introduced into the model. The main idea of the TST 
is that a diffusion jump from a site to its neighboring site proceeds via a transition state, 
and the two states are separated by a potential energy barrier Ea (also called activation 
energy). Based on TST theory, the hopping rates, which is the probability of a diffusion 















   
(5-1) 
where  𝑘0 = 2𝑘𝐵𝑇 ℎ⁄  is the jump frequency (s
-1); Ea is the activation energy (eV); kB and 
h are the Boltzmann constant (8.6173×10-5 eV·K-1) and Planck’s constant (4.1357×10-15 
eV·s-1), respectively; and T is the temperature (K). In this KMC model, four Ea (Ea,ss, Ea,ll, 
Ea,sl, Ea,ls) are required for their corresponding diffusion paths: SB to SB, LB to LB, SB 
to LB and LB to SB. Two sets of Ea are available in the literatures, and both of them were 
calculated by DFT [8,9]. In this work, the activation energies from Ref. [8] are selected 
(Ea,ss=0.43 eV, Ea,ll=0.43 eV, Ea,sl=0.65 eV, Ea,ls=0.21 eV). The activation energies in 
Ref. [9] is too low resulting in overestimated diffusion coefficient and the experimental 
values could not be reproduced. If the neighbor site is occupied, the hopping rate is set to 
zero (Ea = +∞). 
 

















where NH: total number of hydrogen atoms; i: hydrogen atom index; m: jumping direction 
index (m=1,2,3,4); ki,m: hopping rate of i-th hydrogen m-th direction. Then, a random 
number r is drawn (r is a random number uniformly distributed in [0, 1]), and rRtot is 
considered as the value of the cumulative distribution function of the hopping rates. Then 
the diffusion event of this step corresponding to this random number can be determined. 
Figure 5-3 explains how the selection process is done. Next, the diffusion jump is 








Figure 5-3 Selection of a diffusion event 
 
The time interval between two successive events is a random variable with the following 
probability density function: 
   tot totexpf x R R x   (5-3) 





For each step, the physical time is advanced by the amount of  
1
tot lnt R r
  
 (5-5) 
Then, the hopping rates of the moved hydrogen and its neighbors are recalculated, and 
the simulation is moved to the next step. 
 
5.2.2 Diffusion coefficient by KMC method 


















where d is the dimension, which equals to 2 in this work; <[r(t)-r(0)]2> is the mean 
squared displacement of a hydrogen atom. The entire KMC simulation is divided into Nc 
cycles, and each cycle contains NH steps. After a cycle, the mean squared displacement 
per hydrogen atom of c-th cycle is calculated according to:  
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(5-7) 
where ri,c is the position vector of i-th hydrogen after c-th cycle. The total time increment 












where Δtc,s is the time increment of the s-th step in c-th cycle. Then, the diffusion 
coefficient of this cycle can be calculated according to Equation (5-6). 
 
The KMC algorithm for hydrogen diffusion may be outlined as follows: 
(0) Place H on lattice randomly. Calculate four hopping rates for all H according to 
Equation (5-1); 
(1) Calculate Rtot according to Equation (5-2); 
(2) Randomly select a diffusion event and move the selected H to its new location 
according to Figure 5-3; 






(4) Recalculate the hopping rates of the moved H and all affected neighbors 
according to Equation (5-1); 
(5) If reach the end of a cycle, calculate D of this cycle according to Equation (5-6), 
(5-7) and (5-8); 
(6) Go to step (1). 
 
5.3 Simulation results and discussion 
 
Based on the above algorithm, a set of Matlab scripts have been developed to model the 
hydrogen diffusion on tungsten reconstructed (001) surface. The lattice size is set to 100 
by 100. Increasing the lattice size will not change any of the obtained results, indicating 
that the lattice size is sufficiently large. Periodic boundary conditions are specified for all 
sides. Experiment shows that for H coverage above 0.12 monolayer (ML), the low 
temperature phase switches to another surface structure [6, 22], so the described KMC 
model would be invalid for coverage > 0.12 ML. Therefore, in KMC simulation, the 
hydrogen coverage θ ranges from 0.01 – 0.12 ML, and the corresponding number of H is 
100 to 1200. Temperature is set to 220 to 300 K, which was also the range used to fit the 
experimental results [22]. For all simulations, 110 cycles are used. The first 10 cycles are 
disregarded, allowing the system to reach the equilibrium state. The KMC results are the 
average values of the last 100 cycles. All KMC simulations were performed on a LINUX 
server equipped with Quad AMD 6274 CPUs (2.2 GHz) and 128 GB memory. The 







The acquired diffusion coefficients are fitted to Arrhenius equation (Equation (5-9)), 
which gives the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient:  











where D0 is the pre-exponential factor. The fitted D0 and Ea for various hydrogen 
coverage θ are listed in Table 5-1. The activation energy remains unchanged for different 
H coverage, which meets the expectation, because the activation energy used in the 
model remains the same. The H coverage only affects the pre-exponential factor D0. 
Experimental fitted D0 and Ea at θ=0.08 ML are available for comparison, and they are 
plotted in Figure 5-4. Very good agreement between KMC and experiment results can be 
seen, indicating the developed model and code are both correct. 
 
Table 5-1 Fitted pre-exponential factor D0 and activation energy Ea defined in Arrhenius’ 
equation. 
θ 
KMC (this work) Experiment [8, 22] 
D0 (m
2/s) Ea (eV) D0 (m
2/s) Ea (eV) 
0.01 7.23×10-7 0.452   
0.02 6.81×10-7 0.452   
0.05 6.27×10-7 0.452   
0.08 5.59×10-7 0.452 1.2×10-6 0.47 
0.10 5.37×10-7 0.452   








Figure 5-4 Comparison of diffusion coefficients between KMC simulation and 
experiment results (fitted to Arrhenius’ equation) at coverage θ=0.08 ML 
 
Figure 5-5 depicts the linear correlation between D0 and H coverage θ, and the fitted 
curve is represented by Equation (5-10). Plugging Equation (5-10) into Equation (5-9) 
and substituting Ea by 0.452 eV in Table 5-1 lead to Equation (5-11), which is the KMC 








Figure 5-5 D0 as a function of hydrogen coverage θ, and the fitted curve 
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The rates of H with certain number of neighbors are recorded as well. KMC simulations 
show that the temperature does not affect these rates, and the rates of hydrogen having 3 
or 4 neighbors are always 0 for all cases. The rates of hydrogen with 0-2 neighbors are 
plotted in Figure 5-6. They are linear in this range of hydrogen coverage. The 
corresponding fitted curves are drawn as well. Considering there will be no neighbor, 
when H coverage approaches 0, the fitted curve of 0 neighbor is forced to pass through 







Figure 5-6 Rates of hydrogen with 0-2 neighbors. The fitted curve of 0 neighbor passes 
through (0, 1), while the fitted curves of 1 or 2 neighbors pass through origin. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
Based on experiments and first principle calculations, a kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm 
was developed for modeling of hydrogen diffusion on tungsten reconstructed (001) 
surface. The diffusion coefficient calculated by KMC simulations and experimental 
results are in very good agreement at hydrogen coverage of 0.08 ML, indicating correct 
KMC model and computer program. Hydrogen coverage does not change the activation 
energy in the Arrhenius equation, and it only affects the pre-exponential factor. In 
addition, a diffusion coefficient formula as a function of temperature and hydrogen 
coverage is derived from the KMC results. Due to the very low probability of hydrogen 






these simulations. The rates of hydrogen with 0-2 neighbors are found to be linear with 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
The interaction of deuterium with monocrystalline tungsten was simulated using classical 
molecular dynamics (MD) methods. A Tersoff type interatomic potential was used in 
LAMMPS code to simulate deuterium bombardment on tungsten as potential plasma 
facing material in tokamak environment. Tungsten substrate at different temperatures of 
600, 1200, 1500, 1800, and 2000 K was bombarded non-accumulatively by deuterium 
ions with low energies of 5-100 eV and an incident angle of 25° to simulate fusion 
conditions. The deuterium trapping rate, implantation depth, and stopping time were 
calculated. For tungsten temperature higher than 1800 K, the trapping rate of the low 
energy deuterium is higher than the rate of the high-energy deuterium due to the 
increased surface sticking probability for low energy deuterium. This effect doesn’t 
influence the higher energy deuterium, since it penetrates deeper into bulk positions. The 
tungsten temperature does not significantly affect deuterium implantation depth, which is 
proportional to the incident deuterium energy, but affect the deuterium stopping time. 
Higher tungsten temperatures slightly slow down the deuterium deceleration process. 
 
Blister formation on tungsten surface due to the deuterium cumulative bombardment was 
also studied. The 300, 600, 900, and 1200 K tungsten substrates were repeatedly 







till the observation of the fully formed bubble or 5000 deuterium impacts. The simulated 
deuterium cluster results from the super-saturation of the deuterium at the near surface 
layer and the subsequent plastic deformation due to the local high gas pressure that 
exceeds the deformation threshold value. The deuterium gas bubble was observed in the 
600, 900, and 1200 K temperature cases, but not for the 300 K case. This result matches 
previous experiments. A possible explanation of not forming bubble in 300 K case is that 
the embedded deuterium atoms couldn’t move much to locations where bubble 
nucleation takes place and therefore, super-saturation was not reached at near surface 
layers up to 5000 impacts used. Further studies are needed to better understand bubble 
formation, cracking, and bubble explosion during hydrogen isotopes interaction with 
tungsten as potential plasma facing material. 
 
The effect of hydrogen isotope and impurity bombardment of tungsten as plasma facing 
material in more realistic fusion environment is studied. A series of MD simulation based 
on a Tersoff type interatomic potential is performed to investigate the tungsten erosion 
process during both carbon and deuterium bombardment. Non-cumulative 50-250 eV 
carbon bombardment on 300-1500 K tungsten was first simulated. Substrate temperature 
has little effect on carbon trapping rate, depth profiles and tungsten sputtering yield. The 
threshold of carbon induced tungsten sputtering predicted by MD is ~ 40 eV. Tungsten 
erosion process is then studied by cumulative carbon implantation on tungsten. Tungsten 
samples of 300 -1500 K are repeatedly bombarded by 100 or 200 eV carbon ions. 
Tungsten erosion rate is enhanced by the substrate temperature because higher 







ions. This phenomenon also matches previous findings from both experiments and Monte 
Carlo simulations showing that tungsten sputtering at 870 K is about two times higher 
than that at room temperature. There is also good agreement of the tungsten-sputtering 
yield between our MD simulation and other MD and Monte Carlo results at fluence of 
5×1020 m-2. 
  
Deuterium bombardment on carbon pre-irradiated tungsten was also modeled using MD 
simulations. Implantation of deuterium ions of 10 eV barely changes the substrate 
surface, while deuterium of 100 eV implantation forms a gas bubble within the surface 
amorphous WC layer. The deuterium-retention rate is increased by the surface 
amorphous WC layer, because hydrogen is preferentially trapped by C, vacancies and 
interstitial sites in amorphous layer. The bubble formation is facilitated by the WC layer. 
As a comparison, our previous MD simulation shows that no bubble is formed in 300 K 
crystal tungsten after 5000-deuterium ion implantation. More than one half of the trapped 
deuterium is confined in the WC layer, matching the recent experimental findings. About 
30% of trapped deuterium atoms are in the form of D2, while the D2 rate is only ~2% in 
the MD modeling of deuterium bombardment on crystalline tungsten. To simulate the 
effect of mixed materials and impurities in more realistic fusion environment, we 
modeled the simultaneous carbon and deuterium impinging on crystalline tungsten with 
various ion mixture ratios. Carbon induced tungsten sputtering yield exhibits a maximum 
value, when carbon ratio is 20%. Higher carbon ratio leads to surface carbon film, 
protecting the tungsten sample beneath. While for lower carbon ratio, the incoming 







addition, higher carbon ratio results in lower carbon and deuterium retention rates, 
because WC surface layer may be formed when carbon ratio is high. The abundant 
carbon at the surface may be removed due to C self-sputtering, and the incoming 
deuterium may combine with the deposited carbon to form hydrocarbon and leave the 
surface. Therefore, both carbon and deuterium trapping rates are reduced in the high 
carbon scenario. 
 
The new tungsten surface binding energy (SBE) calculated by classical molecular 
dynamic simulation and many-body potentials is 11.75 eV which is about 35% greater 
than default heat of sublimation 8.68 eV usually used in the binary collision 
approximation (BCA) codes. ITMC BCA code using the new SBE value could produce 
identical sputtering yield as molecular dynamic. This consistency indicates the SBE 
calculation procedure and result are more appropriate and better describe the physical 
system. In addition, the angular distributions of the sputtered tungsten atoms are analyzed 
through the sputtering simulation as well. The tallies shows that MD simulations 
accurately reproduced the Wehner spots, while the ITMC exhibits distinct angular 
distribution due to the amorphous target used in the code.  
 
A kinetic Monte Carlo algorithm was developed for simulation of hydrogen diffusion on 
tungsten reconstructed (001) surface, based on experiments and first principle 
calculations. The diffusion coefficient calculated by KMC simulations and experimental 
results are in very good agreement at hydrogen coverage of 0.08 ML indicating correct 







formula as a function of tungsten temperature and hydrogen coverage is derived from the 
KMC results. The formula shows that hydrogen coverage does not change the activation 
energy in the Arrhenius equation, and it only affects the pre-exponential factor. Due to 
the very low probability of hydrogen sitting on long bridge sites, the rates of hydrogen 
with 3 or 4 neighbors are always zero in these simulations. The rates of hydrogen with 0-
2 neighbors are found to be linear with respect to the hydrogen coverage. 
 
In the future, the MD simulation may be extended to model the hydrogen bombardment 
with helium. Helium irradiation on tungsten may significantly change the tungsten 
surface structure by forming nanometre-sized microfiber, which could seriously 
deteriorate tungsten mechanical properties. The He-W and He-H interactions can be 
described by the ZBL potential, because there is no advanced many-body potential for He 
available at this time.  
 
The proposed SBE calculation method may be applied to other materials. Sputtering yield 
calculation comparison between BCA codes using the corrected SBE and experiment or 
MD results should be performed for other materials to further verify this methodology. 
For the developed KMC model, the energy barrier between adjacent hydrogen absorption 
sites could be calculated by the LAMMPS NEB command, which performs a nudged 
elastic band calculation to find the first order saddle points on the potential energy 
surface and minimum energy pathway. Comparison with DFT results may be conducted 
and analyzed. The developed KMC algorithm can be extended to model the hydrogen 







stable sites for H. The energy barrier between adjacent tetrahedral interstitial sites can be 
obtained by DFT calculation as well. In addition, this method can also be used to model 
the hydrogen hopping between tungsten surface absorption sites and tungsten bulk 
interstitial sites, and the entire hydrogen migration process on tungsten surface and in 














Appendix A: WCH.Tersoff Content 
W W W  1.0 0.00188227 0.45876 2.14969 0.17126 0.277800 1.0 
1.0 1.4112458892 306.4996797422 3.50 0.30 2.7195837282 
3401.4744241377 
W W C  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.80 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
W W H  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.15 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
W C C  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 1.0 
1.0 1.4822592453 168.9327352160 2.80 0.20 4.3896959324 
14528.1217814729 
W C W  1.0 0.00188227 0.45876 2.14969 0.17126 0.277800 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   3.50 0.30 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
W C H  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.15 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
W H H  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 1.0 
1.0 1.9276620837 384.8728524449 2.15 0.20 2.4074571763 
705.7464150077 
W H W  1.0 0.00188227 0.45876 2.14969 0.17126 0.277800 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   3.50 0.30 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
W H C  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.80 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C C C  1.0 0.00020813 0.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 1.0 
1.0 2.6887744786 1397.07296244771.85 0.15 3.2803048639 
2605.8415729607 
C C W  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.80 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C C H  1.0 0.00020813 4.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.55 0.25 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
H C C  1.0 12.3300000 4.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 1.0 
1.0 2.1298644027 96.8245457474  1.55 0.25 3.6011108361 
297.4854654760 
H C W  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 0.0 








H C H  1.0 12.3300000 4.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.40 0.30 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C H H  1.0 0.00020813 4.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 1.0 
1.0 2.1592298415 100.0671841832 1.55 0.25 3.6507610392 
314.5124128825 
C H W  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.80 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C H C  1.0 0.00020813 4.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.85 0.15 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
H H H  1.0 12.3300000 4.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 1.0 
1.0 1.7956314729 31.3793415132  1.40 0.30 4.2075236673 
80.0703477291 
H H W  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   2.15 0.20 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
H H C  1.0 12.3300000 4.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.55 0.25 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C W W  1.0 0.07285500 0.00000 1.10304 0.33018 -0.75107 1.0 
1.0 1.4822592453 168.9327352160 2.80 0.20 4.3896959324 
14528.1217814729 
C W C  1.0 0.00020813 0.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.85 0.15 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
C W H  1.0 0.00020813 0.00000 330.000 3.50000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.55 0.25 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
H W W  1.0 0.00540000 0.00000 1.78800 0.82550 -0.38912 1.0 
1.0 1.9276620837 384.8728524449 2.15 0.20 2.4074571763 
705.7464150077 
H W C  1.0 12.3300000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 0.0 
0.0 0.0000000000 0.0000000000   1.55 0.25 0.0000000000 
0.0000000000 
H W H  1.0 12.3300000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 -1.00000 0.0 








Appendix B: An Example LAMMPS Input File for Non-Cumulative Carbon 








variable thisfile string ConW600K_C200eV5000.txt 
variable logfile  string result_ConW600K_C200eV5000.log 
variable restartfile string ConWrestart600200 
 
# ---- Init ---- 
units metal 
dimension 3 
boundary p p f  
atom_style atomic 
atom_modify map array 
 
# ---- Geo variable ---- 
variable max_x equal 8 
variable max_y equal 8 
variable min_z equal -25 
variable max_z equal 10 
variable fixed_W_topline equal -23 
variable C_init_position equal 3 
 
variable berendsen_xmin equal 1 
variable berendsen_xmax equal ${max_x}-1 
variable berendsen_ymin equal 1 
variable berendsen_ymax equal ${max_y}-1 
variable berendsen_zmin equal ${fixed_W_topline}+3.1 
variable berendsen_zmax equal 1 
 
# ---- steps ---- 
variable Wtemp_rescall_step equal 2000 
variable total_cycles equal 5000 
variable cycle_steps equal  10000 
variable check_interval equal 100 
 
# ---- create W atoms ---- 







region rgn_everything block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${max_z} units lattice 
create_box 3 rgn_everything 
 
region rgn_w_lattice block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 0 
units lattice 
create_atoms 1 region rgn_w_lattice 
 
# ---- mass ---- 
 
variable mass_W equal 183.84 
variable mass_C equal 12.0107 
variable mass_D equal 2.01410178 
mass 1 ${mass_W} 
mass 2 ${mass_C} 
mass 3 ${mass_D} 
 
# ---- C energy and W temp ---- 
variable W_temp equal 600 #kelvin 
variable C_energy equal 200 #ev 
variable C_speed equal (-1)*sqrt(${C_energy}*1.602e-
19*2.0/(${mass_C}*1.661e-27))*1.e10/1.e12 # A/ps 
 
 
# ---- potential ---- 
pair_style tersoff 
pair_coeff * * WCH.tersoff W C H 
neighbor 2.0 bin  
neigh_modify delay 0 every 1 check yes 
 
# ---- fix the bottom W ---- 
region rgn_fixed_W   block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${fixed_W_topline} units lattice 
group grp_fixed_W region rgn_fixed_W 
fix zeroforce grp_fixed_W setforce 0 0 0  
 
# ---- berendsen group, must define before the rescalling -
--- 
region rgn_1 block ${berendsen_xmin} ${berendsen_xmax} &  
                   ${berendsen_ymin} ${berendsen_ymax} &  
                   ${berendsen_zmin} ${berendsen_zmax} 
units lattice 
group grp_1 region rgn_1 
group grp_berendsen_W subtract all grp_1 grp_fixed_W 









# ---- Init W temp ---- 
group grp_mobile_W subtract all grp_fixed_W 
velocity grp_mobile_W create ${W_temp} 12345 rot yes dist 
gaussian  
 
# ---- Temp rescalling ---- 
fix 1 all nve 
fix 2 grp_mobile_W temp/rescale 100 ${W_temp} ${W_temp} 0.1 
1.0 
 
compute cmp_Wtemp grp_mobile_W temp 
 
timestep 0.01 
thermo_style custom step temp pe c_cmp_Wtemp cpu tpcpu 
spcpu 













#******** BOMBARDMENT begins ************** 
#------------------------------------------ 
 
#---- C velocity ---- 
variable C_azi_angle equal random(0,6.2831852,24642) 
variable C_polar_angle equal 
random(0,20/180*3.1415926,22222) # in rad 
 
variable rn equal 0.0 
 
variable C_x equal random(0,${max_x},13531) 
variable C_y equal random(0,${max_y},13531) 
variable C_z equal ${C_init_position} 
 








variable C_vy equal 
${C_speed}*sin(${C_polar_angle})*sin(${C_azi_angle}) 
variable C_vz equal ${C_speed}*cos(${C_polar_angle}) 
 
variable Cz_bottom equal ${C_init_position}-0.1 
variable Cz_top equal ${C_init_position}+0.1 
region rgn_C_born block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${Cz_bottom} 




#---- SHOOTING THE CARBON ------ 
 
variable i loop ${total_cycles}  # cycle_loop 




label cycle_loop  
 
#---- re-set up the calculation 
 
  clear 
  read_restart ${restartfile} 
 
  lattice bcc 3.165 
 
  pair_style tersoff 
  pair_coeff * * WCH.tersoff W C H 
  neighbor 2.0 bin  
  neigh_modify delay 0 every 1 check yes 
   
  timestep 0.0005 
  reset_timestep 0 
 
 
   
  fix 1 all nve 
  fix 2 grp_berendsen_W temp/berendsen ${W_temp} ${W_temp} 
0.01 
  fix zeroforce grp_fixed_W setforce 0 0 0  
  region rgn_check_flying_atoms block 0  ${max_x} 0 
${max_y} ${Cz_bottom} ${max_z} units lattice 
   








  print "====>>>> Shooting $i -th C..." 
  create_atoms 2 single ${C_x} ${C_y} ${C_z}   
 
  group grp_all_C type 2 
  compute Ctemp grp_all_C ke  
  compute_modify Ctemp dynamic yes    # carbon temp 
  compute cmp_Wtemp grp_mobile_W temp # W temp 
   
  variable allcke equal c_Ctemp  # kinetic energy of C 
  variable czz equal xcm(grp_all_C,z) # z coord of C 
 
  thermo_style custom step temp pe c_cmp_Wtemp c_Ctemp 
v_czz cpu tpcpu spcpu 
  thermo_modify lost warn  
  thermo 100   
   
  # get random number -------- 
    variable rn equal ${C_azi_angle} 
    variable rnp equal ${C_polar_angle} 
    variable C_vx equal ${C_speed}*sin(${rnp})*cos(${rn}) 
    variable C_vy equal ${C_speed}*sin(${rnp})*sin(${rn}) 
    variable C_vz equal ${C_speed}*cos(${rnp}) 
     
    velocity grp_all_C set ${C_vx} ${C_vy} ${C_vz} units 
box 
     
    group grp_all_C type 2 
    group grp_all_W type 1 
    variable cx equal xcm(grp_all_C,x) 
    variable cy equal xcm(grp_all_C,y) 
    variable cz equal xcm(grp_all_C,z) 




    variable steps equal step 
    if "${steps} > ${cycle_steps}" then "jump ${thisfile} 
writeC" 
   
    run ${check_interval} 
 
    #check C lost 
    variable numC equal count(grp_all_C) 
    if "${numC} <= 0" then "jump ${thisfile} writeC" # C 
lost, jump to writeC to ouput the W number 







   
    if "${allcke} > 0.2" then "jump ${thisfile} cont_run" 
#continue run 




   
  delete_atoms region rgn_check_flying_atoms 
  variable Cidx equal $n 
  if "${numC} <= 0" then "variable Cidx equal 0" 
   
  variable Cxx equal xcm(grp_all_C,x) 
  variable Cyy equal xcm(grp_all_C,y) 
  variable Czz equal xcm(grp_all_C,z) 
 
  variable Wnum equal count(grp_all_W) 
  variable Cnum equal count(grp_all_C) 
  print "--------------> Recording $n -th C... " 
  fix write_CW_info grp_all_C print 1 "${Cidx} / ${i} 
${Cxx} ${Cyy} ${Czz} ${allcke} ${steps} ${Cnum} ${Wnum}" 
title "+" append ${logfile} screen no  
  run 1 
  unfix write_CW_info 
  if "${numC} > 0" then "next n" 
 













Appendix C: An Example LAMMPS Input File for Cumulative Carbon 
Bombardment on Tungsten 
 
#**************************** 






variable thisfile string cml_ConW600K_C200eV3000.txt 
variable logfile  string result_cml_ConW600K_C200eV3000.log 
 
variable dumptrjfile string 
cml_ConW600K_C200eV3000.*.lammpstrj.gz 
variable dumpimagefile string cml_ConW600K_C200eV3000.*.jpg 
 
# ---- Init ---- 
units metal 
dimension 3 
boundary p p f  
atom_style atomic 
atom_modify map array 
 
# ---- Geo variable ---- 
variable max_x equal 8 
variable max_y equal 8 
variable min_z equal -25 
variable max_z equal 25 
variable fixed_W_topline equal -23 
variable C_init_position equal 15 
 
variable berendsen_xmin equal 1 
variable berendsen_xmax equal ${max_x}-1 
variable berendsen_ymin equal 1 
variable berendsen_ymax equal ${max_y}-1 
variable berendsen_zmin equal ${fixed_W_topline}+3.1 
variable berendsen_zmax equal 1 
 
# ---- steps ---- 
variable Wtemp_rescall_step equal 2000 
variable total_cycles equal 3000 








# ---- create W atoms ---- 
lattice bcc 3.165 
region rgn_everything block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${max_z} units lattice 
create_box 3 rgn_everything 
 
region rgn_w_lattice block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 0 
units lattice 
create_atoms 1 region rgn_w_lattice 
 
# ---- mass ---- 
 
variable mass_W equal 183.84 
variable mass_C equal 12.0107 
variable mass_D equal 2.01410178 
mass 1 ${mass_W} 
mass 2 ${mass_C} 
mass 3 ${mass_D} 
 
# ---- C energy and W temp ---- 
variable W_temp equal 600 #kelvin 
variable C_energy equal 200 #ev 
variable C_speed equal (-1)*sqrt(${C_energy}*1.602e-
19*2.0/(${mass_C}*1.661e-27))*1.e10/1.e12 # A/ps 
 
 
# ---- potential ---- 
pair_style tersoff 
pair_coeff * * WCH.tersoff W C H 
neighbor 2.0 bin  
neigh_modify delay 0 every 1 check yes 
 
# ---- fix the bottom W ---- 
region rgn_fixed_W   block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${fixed_W_topline} units lattice 
group grp_fixed_W region rgn_fixed_W 
fix zeroforce grp_fixed_W setforce 0 0 0  
 
# ---- berendsen group, must define before the rescalling -
--- 
region rgn_1 block ${berendsen_xmin} ${berendsen_xmax} &  
                   ${berendsen_ymin} ${berendsen_ymax} &  
                   ${berendsen_zmin} ${berendsen_zmax} 
units lattice 







group grp_berendsen_W subtract all grp_1 grp_fixed_W 
group grp_1 delete 
 
 
# ---- Init W temp ---- 
group grp_mobile_W subtract all grp_fixed_W 
velocity grp_mobile_W create ${W_temp} 12345 rot yes dist 
gaussian  
 
# ---- Temp rescalling ---- 
fix 1 all nve 
fix 2 grp_mobile_W temp/rescale 100 ${W_temp} ${W_temp} 0.1 
1.0 
 
compute cmp_Wtemp grp_mobile_W temp 
 
timestep 0.01 
thermo_style custom step temp pe c_cmp_Wtemp cpu tpcpu 
spcpu 










#******** BOMBARDMENT begins cumulative ************** 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
 
#---- C velocity ---- 
variable C_azi_angle equal random(0,6.2831852,24642) 
variable C_polar_angle equal 
random(0,20/180*3.1415926,22222) # in rad 
 
variable rn equal 0.0 
 
variable C_x equal random(0,${max_x},13531) 
variable C_y equal random(0,${max_y},13531) 
variable C_z equal ${C_init_position} 
 
variable Cz_bottom equal ${C_init_position}-0.1 








region rgn_C_born block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${Cz_bottom} 





#---- SHOOTING THE CARBON ------ 
 
group grp_all_C type 2 
group grp_rgn_born region rgn_C_born 
group grp_C_born intersect grp_rgn_born grp_all_C 
 
#compute        cmp_Ctemp grp_C_born ke     # C kinetic 
energy 
#compute_modify cmp_Ctemp    dynamic yes    # carbon temp 
variable Cke equal ke(grp_C_born)   # kinetic energy 
variable czz equal xcm(grp_all_C,z) # z coord of C 
 
thermo_style custom step temp c_cmp_Wtemp v_Cke v_czz cpu 
tpcpu spcpu 
thermo_modify lost warn  
thermo 1000 
 
dump D-text all atom ${cycle_steps} ${dumptrjfile} 
dump D-images all image ${cycle_steps} ${dumpimagefile} 
type type size 1024 1280 & 
    zoom 2.0 box yes 0.005 axes yes 0.5 0.05 view 60 -30 
dump_modify D-images adiam 1 2.0 adiam 2 2.0  
     
 
 
variable i loop ${total_cycles}  # cycle_loop   
label cycle_loop  
 
 
  print "====>>>> Shooting $i -th C..." 
  create_atoms 2 single ${C_x} ${C_y} ${C_z}   
  group grp_all_C type 2 
 
   
   
  # get random number -------- 
    variable rn equal ${C_azi_angle} 
    variable rnp equal ${C_polar_angle} 
    variable C_vx equal ${C_speed}*sin(${rnp})*cos(${rn}) 







    variable C_vz equal ${C_speed}*cos(${rnp}) 
     
    group grp_rgn_born delete 
    group grp_C_born   delete 
 
    group grp_rgn_born region rgn_C_born 
    group grp_C_born intersect grp_rgn_born grp_all_C 
 
    velocity grp_C_born set ${C_vx} ${C_vy} ${C_vz} units 
box 
 
    variable cx equal xcm(grp_C_born,x) 
    variable cy equal xcm(grp_C_born,y) 
    variable cz equal xcm(grp_C_born,z) 
    print "The $i -th C initial location is ${cx} ${cy} 
${cz}" 
     
    run ${cycle_steps} 
 
next i 








Appendix D: An Example LAMMPS Input File for Cumulative Carbon and 
Hydrogen Mixture Bombardment on Tungsten 
 
#**************************** 






variable thisfile string 
cml_CDonW300K_C100eV_Cratio020_5000.txt 
variable logfile  string 
result_cml_CDonW300K_C100eV_Cratio020_5000.log 
variable restartfile string cml_CDonWrestart020_300100 
 
variable dumptrjfile string 
cml_ConW300K_C100eV_Cratio020_3000.*.lammpstrj.gz 
variable dumpimagefile string 
cml_ConW300K_C100eV_Cratio020_3000.*.jpg 
 
# ---- Init ---- 
units metal 
dimension 3 
boundary p p f  
atom_style atomic 
atom_modify map array 
 
# ---- Geo variable ---- 
variable max_x equal 8 
variable max_y equal 8 
variable min_z equal -55 
variable max_z equal 25 
variable fixed_W_topline equal -53 
variable C_init_position equal 15 
 
variable berendsen_xmin equal 1 
variable berendsen_xmax equal ${max_x}-1 
variable berendsen_ymin equal 1 
variable berendsen_ymax equal ${max_y}-1 
variable berendsen_zmin equal ${fixed_W_topline}+3.1 








# ---- steps ---- 
variable Wtemp_rescall_step equal 2000 
variable total_cycles equal 5000 
variable cycle_steps equal  5000  
variable restart_step equal 2500000 # every 500 steps, 
generate one restart file 
variable dump_step equal 500000   #every 100 particle 
# ---- create W atoms ---- 
lattice bcc 3.165 
region rgn_everything block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${max_z} units lattice 
create_box 3 rgn_everything 
 
region rgn_w_lattice block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 0 
units lattice 
create_atoms 1 region rgn_w_lattice 
 
# ---- mass ---- 
 
variable mass_W equal 183.84 
variable mass_C equal 12.0107 
variable mass_D equal 2.01410178 
mass 1 ${mass_W} 
mass 2 ${mass_C} 
mass 3 ${mass_D} 
 
# ---- CD energy and W temp ---- 
variable W_temp equal 300 #kelvin 
variable C_energy equal 100 #ev 
variable D_energy equal 10 #ev 
variable C_speed equal (-1)*sqrt(${C_energy}*1.602e-
19*2.0/(${mass_C}*1.661e-27))*1.e10/1.e12 # A/ps 
variable D_speed equal (-1)*sqrt(${D_energy}*1.602e-
19*2.0/(${mass_D}*1.661e-27))*1.e10/1.e12 # A/ps 
variable Cratio equal 0.2 # 0-1 ratio of C 
 
# ---- potential ---- 
pair_style tersoff 
pair_coeff * * WCH.tersoff W C H 
neighbor 2.0 bin  
neigh_modify delay 0 every 1 check yes 
 
# ---- fix the bottom W ---- 
region rgn_fixed_W   block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${min_z} 
${fixed_W_topline} units lattice 







fix zeroforce grp_fixed_W setforce 0 0 0  
 
# ---- berendsen group, must define before the rescalling -
--- 
region rgn_1 block ${berendsen_xmin} ${berendsen_xmax} &  
                   ${berendsen_ymin} ${berendsen_ymax} &  
                   ${berendsen_zmin} ${berendsen_zmax} 
units lattice 
group grp_1 region rgn_1 
group grp_berendsen_W subtract all grp_1 grp_fixed_W 
group grp_1 delete 
 
 
# ---- Init W temp ---- 
group grp_mobile_W subtract all grp_fixed_W 
velocity grp_mobile_W create ${W_temp} 12345 rot yes dist 
gaussian  
 
# ---- Temp rescalling ---- 
fix 1 all nve 
fix 2 grp_mobile_W temp/rescale 100 ${W_temp} ${W_temp} 0.1 
1.0 
 
compute cmp_Wtemp grp_mobile_W temp 
 
timestep 0.01 
thermo_style custom step temp pe c_cmp_Wtemp cpu tpcpu 
spcpu 










#******** BOMBARDMENT begins cumulative ************** 
#----------------------------------------------------- 
 
variable C_rn equal random(0,1.0,1123) 
 
#---- C velocity ---- 







variable C_polar_angle equal 
random(0,20/180*3.1415926,22222) # in rad 
 
variable rn equal 0.0 
 
variable C_x equal random(0,${max_x},13531) 
variable C_y equal random(0,${max_y},13531) 
variable C_z equal ${C_init_position} 
 
variable Cz_bottom equal ${C_init_position}-0.1 
variable Cz_top equal ${C_init_position}+0.1 
 
region rgn_C_born block 0 ${max_x} 0 ${max_y} ${Cz_bottom} 





#---- SHOOTING THE CARBON ------ 
 
group grp_all_C type 2 
group grp_rgn_born region rgn_C_born 
group grp_C_born intersect grp_rgn_born grp_all_C 
 
#compute        cmp_Ctemp grp_C_born ke     # C kinetic 
energy 
#compute_modify cmp_Ctemp    dynamic yes    # carbon temp 
variable Cke equal ke(grp_C_born)   # kinetic energy 
variable czz equal xcm(grp_all_C,z) # z coord of C 
 
thermo_style custom step temp c_cmp_Wtemp v_Cke v_czz cpu 
tpcpu spcpu 
thermo_modify lost warn  
thermo 1000 
 
dump D-text all atom ${dump_step} ${dumptrjfile} 
dump D-images all image ${dump_step} ${dumpimagefile} type 
type size 1024 1280 & 
    zoom 2.0 box yes 0.005 axes yes 0.5 0.05 view 60 -30 
dump_modify D-images adiam 1 2.0 adiam 2 2.0 adiam 3 2.0 
     
restart ${restart_step} ${restartfile} 
 
variable i loop ${total_cycles}  # cycle_loop   









# get random number -------- 
    variable rn equal ${C_rn} 
     
    # it is a C atom, else it is a D atom 
    if "${rn} < ${Cratio} " then & 
      "variable particlename   equal 2"          & 
      "variable particlespeed equal ${C_speed}" & 
    else &  
      "variable particlename   equal 3"          & 
      "variable particlespeed equal ${D_speed}" & 
 
  print "====>>>> Shooting $i -th ${particlename}..." 
  create_atoms ${particlename} single ${C_x} ${C_y} ${C_z}   
  group grp_all_C type ${particlename} 
 
   
   
   
         
     
    variable rn equal ${C_azi_angle} 
    variable rnp equal ${C_polar_angle} 
    variable C_vx equal 
${particlespeed}*sin(${rnp})*cos(${rn}) 
    variable C_vy equal 
${particlespeed}*sin(${rnp})*sin(${rn}) 
    variable C_vz equal ${particlespeed}*cos(${rnp}) 
     
    group grp_rgn_born delete 
    group grp_C_born   delete 
 
    group grp_rgn_born region rgn_C_born 
    group grp_C_born intersect grp_rgn_born grp_all_C 
 
    velocity grp_C_born set ${C_vx} ${C_vy} ${C_vz} units 
box 
 
    variable cx equal xcm(grp_C_born,x) 
    variable cy equal xcm(grp_C_born,y) 
    variable cz equal xcm(grp_C_born,z) 
    print "The $i -th C initial location is ${cx} ${cy} 
${cz}" 
     




















% Hydrogen diffusion on W (001) reconstructed plane 
% a kMC simulation 
two_d_parameters; % load predefined parameters 
 
% odd  line: ALL LONG BRIDGE 
% even line: ALL SHORT BRIDGE 
H_loc=zeros(nY,nX); % H location. 0=unoccupied site; 
1=occupied site 
 







% initial random H distribution 
for iy=1:1:nY 
    if isSB(iy)==1 % even row number, all short bridge 
        for ix=1:1:nX 
            if rand(1)<=SBrate 
               H_loc(iy,ix) = H_loc(iy,ix)+1; 
            end 
        end 
    else 
        for ix=1:1:nX 
            if rand(1)<=LBrate 
               H_loc(iy,ix) = H_loc(iy,ix)+1; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
% adjust the H number 
 
H_loc=Adjust_H_num(H_loc,nY,nX,Initial_H_coverage_rate); 
TotalH = sum(sum(H_loc)); 
 







    disp('NUMBER OF H IS NOT EXACT! mainfile.m') 
end 
 
H_properties = zeros(TotalH,7); % 1,2:iy,ix; 3: num of 




% get neighbors 
% Y positive means [UP]. nY is the top lattice. 
for iy=1:1:nY 
   for ix=1:1:nX 
      if H_loc(iy,ix)>0 
        itmp=itmp+1; 
        H_loc(iy,ix)=itmp; % STORE the H index in "H_loc" 
        
H_properties(itmp,:)=single_properties(iy,ix,nY,nX,H_loc)
; 
      end 








Num_cycles = floor( max_step/cycle_step ); 
displacement= zeros(TotalH,2); % displacement Y(is 1) and 
X(is 2) 
D_array=zeros(1,Num_cycles); 
cycle_data_save=zeros(Num_cycles, 5); %1-4 hopping numbers; 
5 time; 6 accumulated displacement 
Num_of_neighbors=zeros(max_step,6); % number of neighbors, 
1-4, 5=0 neighbors;6=LB number 
 
P_hop=zeros(TotalH,4); %hopping probability of each H 
 
%calculate hopping probability. They are just k, not 
cumulated. We do it in 
%a different way. 
for iH=1:1:TotalH 










time=0.0; %current time 
step=0;   %current step 
ic=0;     %number of cycles 
t_cycle=0.0; % time advabce in each cycle 
while time<t_end && step < max_step 
     
    %determin the hopping atom and hopping direction 
    this_hop = GetHopH(rand(1)*P_total,P_hop); 
    iH=this_hop(1); % H index 
    %perform the hopping atom 
    iy=H_properties(iH,1); 
    ix=H_properties(iH,2); 
     
    %calculate time before moving the H 
    dt=-1/P_total*log(rand(1)); 
     
    %get the new location 
    
[new_y,new_x]=new_xy(iH,this_hop(2),H_properties,nX,nY); 
    %MOVE THE HYDROGEN 
    H_loc(new_y,new_x)=iH; 
    H_loc(iy,ix)=0; 
     
    % Redo all surrounding probabilities 
    [P_hop,H_properties]=surrounding_probabilities ... 
    (iy,ix,nY,nX,H_loc,H_properties,P_hop,kss,ksl,kls,kll); 
 
    [P_hop,H_properties]=surrounding_probabilities ... 
    
(new_y,new_x,nY,nX,H_loc,H_properties,P_hop,kss,ksl,kls,k
ll); 
     
    P_total=sum(sum(P_hop)); 
     
    % do some statistics 
    if this_hop(2)==1 % Y- 
        displacement(iH,1)=displacement(iH,1)-dy; 
    elseif this_hop(2)==2 %X+ 
        displacement(iH,2)=displacement(iH,2)+dx; 
    elseif this_hop(2)==3 %Y+ 
        displacement(iH,1)=displacement(iH,1)+dy; 
    elseif this_hop(2)==4 %X- 
        displacement(iH,2)=displacement(iH,2)-dx; 
    else 
        disp('Wrong hopping direction, main.m') 







    
cycle_data_save(ic+1,this_hop(2))=cycle_data_save(ic+1,th
is_hop(2))+1; 
    t_cycle=t_cycle+dt; 
    
Num_of_neighbors=CountNeighbor(Num_of_neighbors,step+1,H_
properties,TotalH); 
     
    % advance time and step 
    time=time+dt; 
    step=step+1; 
     
    if mod(step,cycle_step)==0 
        ic=ic+1; 
         
        for iH=1:TotalH 
            
D_array(ic)=D_array(ic)+displacement(iH,1)*displacement(i
H,1) ... 
                +displacement(iH,2)*displacement(iH,2); 
        end 
        
D_array(ic)=D_array(ic)/(2.0*2.0*t_cycle)/1e20/cycle_step 
; % 1e20 is the 1e10^2. conbe 
        D_array(ic)=D_array(ic)*( cycle_step/TotalH ); 
        displacement=displacement*0.0; 
        cycle_data_save(ic,5)=t_cycle; 
         
       
        t_cycle=0.0; 
    end 
     
         
end % end of while 
 




    num2str(std(D_array(ignored_cycle+1:Num_cycles)))]) 
% number of neighbors 
disp( ['Rate of H having 0 neighbor: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+







    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step
+1:max_step ,5))/TotalH ) ] ) 
disp( ['Rate of H having 1 neighbor: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+
1:max_step ,1))/TotalH ), ... 
    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step
+1:max_step ,1))/TotalH ) ] ) 
disp( ['Rate of H having 2 neighbor: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+
1:max_step ,2))/TotalH ), ... 
    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step
+1:max_step ,2))/TotalH ) ] ) 
disp( ['Rate of H having 3 neighbor: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+
1:max_step ,3))/TotalH ), ... 
    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step
+1:max_step ,3))/TotalH ) ] ) 
disp( ['Rate of H having 4 neighbor: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+
1:max_step ,4))/TotalH ), ... 
    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step
+1:max_step ,4))/TotalH ) ] ) 
 
disp( ['Rate of H located at Long Bridge: ', ... 
    
num2str( mean(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step+
1:max_step ,6))/TotalH ), ... 
    ' +- 
',num2str( std(Num_of_neighbors( ignored_cycle*cycle_step














Ess=0.43; % activation energy SHORT bridge to SHORT bridge 
(Unit: eV) 
Esl=0.65; % activation energy SHORT bridge to LONG  bridge 
(Unit: eV) 
Els=0.21; % activation energy LONG  bridge to SHORT bridge 
(Unit: eV) 
Ell=0.43; % activation energy LONG  bridge to LONG  bridge 
(Unit: eV) 
dx=3.165/sqrt(2.0);   % (Unit: 1meter = 1E-10 A) 





    Ess=0.45; % activation energy SHORT bridge to SHORT 
bridge (Unit: eV) 
    Esl=0.67; % activation energy SHORT bridge to LONG  
bridge (Unit: eV) 
    Els=0.24; % activation energy LONG  bridge to SHORT 
bridge (Unit: eV) 
    Ell=0.48; % activation energy LONG  bridge to LONG  




Initial_H_coverage_rate=0.02; % 0 to 1 
Initial_H_SB_coverage_rate=1.0; % 0 to 1, short bridge 
coverage 
 
T=200; % temperature, in kelvin 
t_end=1.0; % simulation end time (unit: second) 
 
cycle_step=round(Initial_H_coverage_rate*nX*nY); %program 
will do statistic within those number of steps 




kB=8.6173324e-5; % Boltzmann constant (eV/K) 













    TotalH=sum(sum(H_loc)); 
    DesiredH=round(H_rate*nX*nY); 
     
    if TotalH==DesiredH 
        %nothing to do, GOODBYE.  
    elseif TotalH<DesiredH % add a few H 
        H_diff=DesiredH-TotalH; 
        ic=0; 
        for ix=1:1:nX 
        for iy=2:2:nY %only add to short bridge 
            if H_loc(iy,ix)==0 
               H_loc(iy,ix) =1; 
               ic=ic+1; 
               if ic>=H_diff 
                  return  
               end 
            end 
        end 
        end 
    else % remove a few H 
        H_diff=TotalH-DesiredH; 
        ic=0; 
        for ix=1:1:nX 
        for iy=1:1:nY  
            if H_loc(iy,ix)>0 
               H_loc(iy,ix) =0; 
               ic=ic+1; 
               if ic>=H_diff 
                  return  
               end 
            end 
        end 
        end 









    % is: step index 








    Num_of_neighbors(is,2)=length(find(H_properties(:,3) 
==2 )); 
    Num_of_neighbors(is,3)=length(find(H_properties(:,3) 
==3 )); 
    Num_of_neighbors(is,4)=length(find(H_properties(:,3) 
==4 )); 
    Num_of_neighbors(is,5)=length(find(H_properties(:,3) 
==0 )); 
     
    
Num_of_neighbors(is,6)=length(find( rem(H_properties(:,1)
,2) ==1 )); 
     
    if sum(Num_of_neighbors(is,1:5))~=nH 
       disp( 'mismatch, CountNeighbor.m' )  
    end 






function [solution]=GetHopH(RN,P_hop) %RN:random number 0 - 
P_total 
    solution=zeros(1,2); %1: Hopping H index 2: jumping 
direction: 1234->down right up left 
    TotalH=length(P_hop); 
     
    iH_flag=0; 
    for iH=1:1:TotalH 
        for is=1:1:4  %side 
           if RN<= P_hop(iH,is) 
               iH_flag=1; 
               break 
           else 
              RN=RN-P_hop(iH,is); 
           end 
        end 
         
        if iH_flag==1 
            break 
        end 
    end 
     
    if iH_flag==0 







    end 
     
    solution(1)=iH; 
    solution(2)=is; 







    if mod(line_num,2)==0 
       isSB=1; % SHORT BRIDGE LINE 
    else 
       isSB=0; % LONG BRIDGE LINE 
    end 
end 
 
%SB: even rows 





    kB=8.6173324e-5; 






function [k0] = k0(T) 
    kB=8.6173324e-5; % Boltzmann constant (eV/K) 
    h = 4.135667516e-15; %Planck constant (eV s) 








    iy=H_properties(iH,1); % H location (to be moved) 
    ix=H_properties(iH,2); 
    new_x=ix; 







    if direction==1 %down 
        if iy==1 
            new_y=nY; 
        else 
            new_y=iy-1; 
        end 
    elseif direction==2 %right 
        if ix==nX 
           new_x=1;  
        else 
           new_x=ix+1; 
        end 
    elseif direction==3 %up 
        if iy==nY 
           new_y=1;  
        else 
           new_y=iy+1; 
        end 
    elseif direction==4 %left 
        if ix==1 
           new_x=nX;  
        else 
           new_x=ix-1; 
        end 
    else 
       disp('Incorrect direction passed, new_xy.m')  
       new_y=-1; 
       new_x=-1; 








    phop=zeros(1,4); 
 
    if H_properties(iH,4)==0 %down neighbor is empty 
        if isSB( H_properties(iH,1) )==1 % this is SB 
            phop(1)=ksl; 
        else 
            phop(1)=kls; 
        end 
    else 







    end 
     
    if H_properties(iH,5)==0 %right neighbor is empty 
        if isSB( H_properties(iH,1) )==1 % this is SB 
            phop(2)=kss; 
        else 
            phop(2)=kll; 
        end 
    else 
        phop(2)=0; 
    end 
     
    if H_properties(iH,6)==0 %up neighbor is empty 
        if isSB( H_properties(iH,1) )==1 % this is SB 
            phop(3)=ksl; 
        else 
            phop(3)=kls; 
        end 
    else 
        phop(3)=0; 
    end 
     
    if H_properties(iH,7)==0 %left neighbor is empty 
        if isSB( H_properties(iH,1) )==1 % this is SB 
            phop(4)=kss; 
        else 
            phop(4)=kll; 
        end 
    else 
        phop(4)=0; 











    single_H_properties=zeros(1,7); 
    iH=H_loc(iy,ix); 
     
    if iH>0 







        single_H_properties(2)=ix; 
        % down 
        if iy==1 
            if H_loc(nY,ix)>0 
                single_H_properties(4)=1; 
            end 
        else 
            if H_loc(iy-1,ix)>0 
                single_H_properties(4)=1; 
            end 
        end 
 
        % up 
        if iy==nY 
            if H_loc(1,ix)>0 
               single_H_properties(6)=1; 
            end 
        else 
            if H_loc(iy+1,ix)>0 
                single_H_properties(6)=1; 
            end 
        end 
 
        % left 
        if ix==1 
            if H_loc(iy,nX)>0 
               single_H_properties(7) =1; 
            end 
        else 
            if H_loc(iy,ix-1)>0 
               single_H_properties(7) =1; 
            end 
        end 
 
        %right 
        if ix==nX 
            if H_loc(iy,1)>0 
               single_H_properties(5) =1; 
            end 
        else 
            if H_loc(iy,ix+1)>0 
               single_H_properties(5) =1; 
            end 
        end 








    else 
        disp('H index <= 0 (single_properties.m)') 






function [P_hop,H_properties]=surrounding_probabilities ... 
    (iy,ix,nY,nX,H_loc,H_properties,P_hop,kss,ksl,kls,kll) 
     
    %==== down 
=========================================================
=== 
    if iy==1 
        surr_y=nY; 
    else 
        surr_y=iy-1; 
    end 
    surr_x=ix; 
     
    iH=H_loc(surr_y,surr_x); 
    if iH>0 
        %recalculate its neighbour 
        
H_properties(iH,:)=single_properties(surr_y,surr_x,nY,nX,
H_loc); 
        %recalculate its probability 
        P_hop(iH,:)=phop(iH,H_properties,kss,ksl,kls,kll);  
    end 
     
    %==== right 
=========================================================
= 
     
    if ix==nX 
        surr_x=1; 
    else 
        surr_x=ix+1; 
    end 
    surr_y=iy; 
     
    iH=H_loc(surr_y,surr_x); 
    if iH>0 







        
H_properties(iH,:)=single_properties(surr_y,surr_x,nY,nX,
H_loc); 
        %recalculate its probability 
        P_hop(iH,:)=phop(iH,H_properties,kss,ksl,kls,kll);  
    end 
    %==== up 
=========================================================
==== 
     
    if iy==nY 
        surr_y=1; 
    else 
        surr_y=iy+1; 
    end 
    surr_x=ix; 
     
    iH=H_loc(surr_y,surr_x); 
    if iH>0 
        %recalculate its neighbour 
        
H_properties(iH,:)=single_properties(surr_y,surr_x,nY,nX,
H_loc); 
        %recalculate its probability 
        P_hop(iH,:)=phop(iH,H_properties,kss,ksl,kls,kll);  
    end 
     
    %==== left ==== 
     
    if ix==1 
        surr_x=nX; 
    else 
        surr_x=ix-1; 
    end 
    surr_y=iy; 
     
    iH=H_loc(surr_y,surr_x); 
    if iH>0 
        %recalculate its neighbour 
        
H_properties(iH,:)=single_properties(surr_y,surr_x,nY,nX,
H_loc); 
        %recalculate its probability 
        P_hop(iH,:)=phop(iH,H_properties,kss,ksl,kls,kll);  
    end 







    %==== CENTER 
========================================================= 
 
    iH=H_loc(iy,ix); 
    if iH>0 
        %recalculate its neighbour 
        
H_properties(iH,:)=single_properties(iy,ix,nY,nX,H_loc); 
        %recalculate its probability 
        P_hop(iH,:)=phop(iH,H_properties,kss,ksl,kls,kll);  
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